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THE MARITIME PROVINCES AND MAINE,
MOVING TOWARD THE SAME GOALS, AT SEPARATE PACES
organizations are modernized, coordinated and empowered.

By Melissa Waterman
The report by the Maritime Panel on
the Lobster Industry raised a few eyebrows, both in Canada and in Maine.
The three-member panel, formed in
July, 2013, conducted numerous public meetings and met with representatives of more than 100 organizations
before issuing its 96-page report in
November. Many recommendations
made in the report are as relevant to
the Maine lobster industry as to that
of the Maritime provinces. A careful
review of the report reveals the encouraging news that Maine is already
attending to issues with which its Canadian neighbors to the north have
just recently come face to face.
The report issued 33 recommendations in three broad areas: Industry
Relationships, Industry Operations,
and Industry Structure. The section
on industry relationships describes
how the many players in the Mari-

So what does that mean, exactly? One
of the first things the report called for
in this section was for lobstermen
to come together and participate in
well-organized, representative fishermen’s organizations. Those organizations should collaborate under
a larger, provincial organizational
structure in order to work together
to jointly address issues related to
the entire lobster industry.

The three Maritime provinces are looking ahead for ways to improve prices
for Canadian lobsters. Maine has already begun the process. Photo courtesy
of CTV news.com
time lobster industry connect to
each other within their own group
and across the industry as a whole.
The report noted that groups, such as
shore-side processors, dealers, and

lobstermen, don’t cooperate with
each other well and, moreover, regard each other with deep suspicion.
The report recommended creating a
new environment in which industry

In Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and
Prince Edward Island, lobstermen
fish in specific Lobster Fishery Areas
(LFAs). Within each LFA there may or
may not be an entity that represents
the lobstermen (Prince Edward Island Fishermen’s Association is one
province-wide organization). Maine,
on the other hand, has a long history
of effective state-wide organizations
representing lobstermen. The Maine
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COASTAL OUTLOOK
Thoughts from the MLCA president

By Melissa Waterman
It’s the New Year and, of course, we have all made resolutions for 2014:
get more exercise, cut out the junk food, read a few good books. Taking
care of oneself, however, should not just be a momentary New Year’s
resolution. For fishermen, good health is the foundation of their livelihood. If a fisherman is sick or injured, he and his family receive no
income. So this month Landings begins a new series focused on lobstermen and good health. We start with a look at an innovative organization helping fishermen stay healthy in Massachusetts.
J.J. Bartlett exudes energy. The youthful look of the 43-year-old director of the non-profit Fishing Partnership Support Services (FPSS) in
Massachusetts masks Bartlett’s deep connection to fishermen and
their families, a connection that began when he was an MBA student at Boston University. As a student of health-care management,
Bartlett recognized that fishermen are more likely to be uninsured
than the average worker, in part because of the very dangers that
they face fishing. Traditional insurers tend to shy away from people
who operate heavy equipment on pitching boats, often in miserable
weather.
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Continued on page 16

So Bartlett, the Massachusetts Fishermen’s Partnership (a coalition
of fishing organizations), and federal and state officials crafted a
plan to provide affordable health insurance to Massachusetts fishermen. Launched in 1997, the Fishing Partnership Health Plan reduced the number of uninsured fishermen in the state from 40% to
13% during its fifteen years of operation.
When Massachusetts instituted its own state-mandated universal
Continued on page 17
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President’s

NOTES

COASTAL OUTLOOK Thoughts from MLCA President Patrice McCarron

As 2014 gets underway, the Maine lobster industry and our
coastal communities are facing unprecedented changes.
Commercial fisheries have long been the life blood of our
coastal economy, and that remains true today. But the
regulatory demands of state and federal fisheries management continue to limit fishermen’s options, and the unknowns of a changing climate and environment add to the
uncertainty of our future. As each year goes by, our fishermen have fewer and fewer fishing opportunities available
to them.
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fishermen left.
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Over the past year, the MLCA made an impressive impact
on the lobstering world through its work. The MLCA managed several important research projects including a herring survey using acoustic equipment mounted on lobster
boats to determine the size of the inshore herring stock;
testing the efficacy of red-colored rope for use as buoy lines
as a potential visual deterrent for right whales; and publication of Landings distributed to more than 6,500 lobstermen, businesses, and the general public throughout Maine.
The MLCA also began working with Maine lobstermen,
dock employees and buyers on lobster quality measures.
The importance of ensuring the high quality of our lobsters is obvious. The industry standard
for lobster shrinkage at the first point of
sale is 3%; that 3% translated into a loss
of more than $10 million in revenue to
Maine lobstermen in 2012. And we know
that shrinkage can average 20% at certain times of the year. MLCA staff visited
wharfs along the Maine coast to assess
current practices and share information
on successful strategies used in harbors
along the coast to ensure quality. Lobstermen were even able get a reading on
the dissolved oxygen levels in their boat
tanks! This is the sort of hands-on interaction needed to improve the economic
viability of the lobster industry. Just
think: If Maine’s lobster shrinkage rate
dropped by a mere 1%, that would immediately return $3.5 million to Maine lobstermen.

Historically, if you
lived on the coast,
you were a fisherman, able to shift
from one species to
the next to make
your living. Today,
we have many
lobstermen, but few
fishermen left.

Fortunately, the lobster resource has
remained resilient through all these
difficulties and has served as an economic lifeline for many. In 2012, lobster
accounted for two-thirds of the value of
all marine species landed in Maine. The
next closest species in value was elvers,
representing 7% of the total landed value
of seafood. Clams, herring, groundfish,
shrimp and scallops each represented
only 1% to 3% of the total value. Clearly, Maine’s coastal
communities are precariously dependent upon the success
of the lobster industry.

Dr. Robert Steneck of the University of Maine has called
this situation as a “gilded trap.” As ecological diversity in
the Gulf of Maine has declined and fishing regulations
tighten, fishermen have had fewer and fewer options available to them to make a living at sea. With so many coastal
families putting their eggs in the lobster basket, the local
economies of towns and villages along the coast have also
lost their diversity. It’s like the monoculture of corn in the
Midwest: one thing goes wrong, a new pest or a change
in rainfall, and the house of cards will tumble. Scientists,
marine resource managers and lobstermen themselves are
becoming ever more aware that the economic stability of
a large segment of the Maine population is at risk should
something happen to our lobster stocks.
The Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance was formed
to foster thriving coastal communities and preserve
Maine’s lobstering heritage. With so much resting on the
success of the lobster industry, our mission is more relevant than ever.

Maine Lobstermen’s
Community Alliance
P.O. Box 315
Kennebunk, ME 04043
207-967-6221
www.mlcalliance.org

The MLCA will continue its commitment to foster thriving
coastal communities and preserve our lobstering heritage
during 2014. This year will bring the launch of the Maine
Lobster Leadership Institute to help recruit the next generation of lobster industry leaders who must find strategies
that work for this generation to keep our fishing communities vibrant. MLCA will continue its work to establish a
lobster quality program for Maine’s industry to help stabilize income for processors and lobstermen alike. And the
MLCA will continue to explore other areas of education
and research relevant to our sturdy but precariously dependent coastal communities.
Maine’s coast and our lobstering heritage are precious.
Those of us involved in the world of lobstering have a responsibility to ensure that we do all that we can, now,
today, to preserve this world for the next generation and
many more to come.

MLCA fosters thriving coastal
communities and preserves
Maine’s lobstering heritage
Send your support to:
Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance | P.O. Box 315 | Kennebunk, Maine | 04043 | www.mlcalliance.org

MLCAlliance is a 501 (c) (3)
non-profit organization, established in 2010, which achieves
its charitable mission through
programs in education, research
and charity.

The MLCA invites you to support Maine’s
lobster industry. Donations of $25 or more
include a subscription to Landings.
Donation $
Please note amount. Check or credit card
accepted.
MLCA is a 501 (c) 3 non-proﬁt charitable
organization.

Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Email
Phone
Credit Card #
Expiration

Security Code
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GUEST COLUMN: Lobster licensing system facing changes

By Senator Chris Johnson and
Representative Walter Kumiega
The longterm viability of our lobster
fishery depends on passing knowledge to the next generation. Yet an
entire generation is missing from
the fishery, according to a 2012 Gulf
of Maine Research Institute report
funded by the Department of Marine
Resources.
The average age of a license holder
is well past 50. And for someone at
the bottom of a closed zone waiting
list the wait is approaching 50 years.
These men and women are working
in the stern with little realistic chance
of getting a license before retirement
age. The GMRI study also shows that
only a very small percentage of student license holders transition to
commercial licenses.
Of course, the story in Zone C is different. C is an open zone and, on paper, effort has been relatively stable.
Most Zone C fishermen will say that
effort on the water has increased as
older fishermen have retired and
younger, more aggressive captains
have taken their place. The decline
of alternative fisheries such as scallops, urchins, shrimp and groundfish
surely plays a role as well.

So what do we do? Last session, the
Legislature took a small step by allowing zones to change the currency
for entry from traps to licenses. Zones
A and B have taken advantage of that
option, with wait times significantly
changed in those zones.
What other options are available?
We have to be mindful of overall effort in the fishery, and the existing
latent effort has made managing the
fishery more complicated. Yet it is
a consideration we must deal with
because settlement studies, which
have historically predicted growth
and decline of lobster numbers accurately, are now indicating a threeyear
decline. The 2013 numbers are lower
than any since the settlement studies
started in the mid1980s.
Based on the index, it’s likely that
landings will decline five to seven
years from now, making now the
time to ask the tough questions and
prepare ourselves. Whatever we do
must be well considered and take
into account the overall impact on
the fishery, not just make tweaks here
or there.
The Marine Resources Committee
has statutory permission to report
out a bill that could make changes to
lobster licensing. Based on the need

REPORT CARD ON RIGHT
WHALES RELEASED
Each year the North Atlantic Right Whale Consortium, a coalition of more
than 100 organizations and government agencies in the United States and
Canada, releases a Report Card on the status of North Atlantic right whales.
The Report Card provides updates on the births, deaths and injuries among
documented right whales along the East Coast and a summary of research
and management activities during the prior year. This year’s report card covers activities from November 1, 2012 to October 31, 2013.
The 2012-2013 Report Card noted that the distribution of right whales has
shifted dramatically during the last several years. Right whales are moving
into different areas throughout the extent of their range. Because of the shift,
the Consortium notes that more research needs to be directed to finding the
right whales’ new habitat and developing different survey methods to keep
track of these new movement patterns.

Population Status 2012-2013
Best estimate of catalogued right
whales: 510

Sightings

New calves: 20

Mid-Atlantic (Nov.-Dec): 68

First time mothers: 7

Great South Channel (Jan, MarchMay): 78

Average calving interval for mothers:
4.6 years
Documented deaths: 2, both male
Vessel strikes: 3 sighted, one reported
but no images
Entanglements:
death)

7 (2 resulted in

Southeastern U.S. (Nov-March): 456

New England (Nov-May): 990
Jeffreys Ledge (Feb, April, May, Oct):
4
Gulf of Maine (Nov-Dec, July): 8
Bay of Fundy (July-Sept): 15
Roseway Basin (Dec, Aug-Sept): 52
North (Nov, April, Aug): 6

Sen. Chris Johnson,
(D) Somerville,
and Rep. Walter
Kumiega, (D) Deer
Isle, are chairmen
of the Legislature’s
Joint Committee on
Marine Resources.

for a big picture view, some possible
changes that have been discussed
include: lower trap limits for new entrants, a limited commercial license
for semiretired captains, tiered landing requirements to retain levels of
tags. Without significantly impacting
effort, we could consider granting
people who have completed the apprentice program limited licenses for
50 traps while they wait on the list for
a full license.
Meanwhile, there are lobstermen
whose family members hold licenses
but do not use them. Some older lobstermen only use a fraction of their
tags, but are hoping the rules will
change and that they can get out of
the industry on good terms by selling
their licenses and boats. Maine has
carefully avoided license transferability. That has kept the cost of entering

the fishery more affordable, and has
allowed Maine to avoid corporate
takeover and concentration of ownership of the industry.
Industry feedback will be very important as the Marine Resources Committee grapples with these issues
over the next few months. Changes
need to be examined in terms of effort, latent effort and viability of the
industry. We must consider how
these factors will play out over time
and the input the Department of
Marine Resources gathers in future
industry meetings. This legislative
session is short, with developments
taking place on a condensed timeline. So be aware of hearing notices
and make your voice heard.
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GUEST COLUMN: Promoting Homarus americanus — now the fun begins!
By Geoff Irvine

As 2014 begins it is a good time to be
in the branding and marketing business as both the Maine and Canadian
lobster sectors are set to launch major efforts in branding, generic marketing and promotion. To its credit,
the lobster sector in Maine has made
the hard decisions faster than we
have in Canada and is now sitting
on third party sustainability certification by the Marine Stewardship
Council. The state Legislature passed
a law that will tap the lobster sector
to fund a marketing and promotion
campaign. If I were a branding and
marketing strategist in New York or
Boston (or Portland) I would be rubbing my hands with glee.
In Canada we have a far more complex industry with 9,500 lobster licenses regulated by the federal government and hundreds of dealers, live
shippers and processors regulated by
governments in five provinces. However, after several years of hard work
by industry leaders, multiple studies
of key issues like price setting, quality grading and branding, tie-ups,
blockades, and incredible increases
in landings that have allowed lobster
to be enjoyed by entirely new types
of consumers, it appears that 2014
could be a breakthrough year north

Geoff Irvine is the executive director
of the Lobster Council of Canada.
Photo courtesy of The Guardian.

of the 49th parallel, just as 2013 was
for Maine.
We will kick off 2014 in Canada by
launching a branding firm into the
world of Canadian lobster to develop
our Canadian lobster brand story
and new visual image. By April we
will have a spanking new look and
then will proceed with phase 2 – the
development of a strategic generic
marketing and promotion campaign
funded (we hope) in time by an industry levy.
The leaders of the Maine industry
have just completed the same exercise. I would expect that our branding experts will unearth many of
the same things discovered by their
minds – that consumers, seafood

buyers and chefs around the world
see Homarus americanus as a premium seafood choice for their table,
seafood counter or restaurant. They
will find that our customers relate
to the pillars of sustainability, food
safety, the rich history of the fishery
and industry, the compelling stories about the independent harvesters and the exotic taste and eating
experience found when enjoying
traditional live lobster or one of the
hundreds of processed products produced in our world-class facilities.
The challenge for all of us will be how
we position our respective brands
both alongside and against each
other. There is intense political and
sectoral pressure on both sides of the
border to differentiate the Maine and
Canadian lobster brands. Companies
have always marketed the differences
in our respective products and, as a
result, have developed different markets (the dominance of American
lobster in southern Europe versus
Canadian in northern Europe is just
one example of this phenomenon).
With these pressures in mind one
of our most important challenges
will be to embark on our respective
branding and promotional journeys
with an eye on how much we have in
common and how we share one species. We both will likely focus on what

®

Dropping Springs Bait Co.
6A Portland Fish Pier
Portland, Maine
Fresh and Salted Bait
Retail and Wholesale

makes the species so special based on
history, sustainability and the people
who bring it to market, highlighting
lobster’s health benefits and the fact
that this industry sustains thousands
of communities from Rhode Island

The challenge for all
of us will be how we
position our respective
brands both alongside
and against each other.
to Newfoundland. At the same time
we naturally will be proud and promote the provenance of our own offerings, from our company, province,
state and country. As we embark on
this ground-breaking marketing and
promotion effort it will be important to remember that our Homarus
americanus is a shared species, with
historical cross-border movement
keeping the lights on in thousands of
U.S. and Canadian communities. This
promotion effort should provide us
with the guidance to think regionally
and nationally but with the continental view always in mind.

Marine
Power

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON ALL

NEW COMMERCIAL ENGINE PURCHASES
Model
C7 / Tier II
C9 / Tier II
C12 / Tier II
C18 / Tier II

HP
460
500
660 / 700
855

Discount
$1,000
$1,500
$1,500
$2,000

Public welcome
Open 5 a.m. - 10 a.m.
By Land or Sea
207-272-6278

For details and a price quote, please
contact Stewart Tuttle at 207-885-8082.

www.miltoncat.com
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MLA MEMBER PROFILE:

Lobstering, racing, all part of a full life
ing to have some two-foot carrots,” he
recalled. So he laid fertilizer down a
good six to eight inches in the ground
and then followed that with his seeds.
Needless to say, those deeply planted
carrot seeds never came up. “I think
the Chinamen got them, they was so
deep. I decided I would fish and get
someone else to raise the vegetables,”
Gove laughed.

By Melissa Waterman
The members of the Maine Lobstermen’s Association come in all shapes
and sizes. These men and women may
be from a small harbor or large, oldtimers or youngsters, yet they share
one thing: they all recognize the value
of being part of the state’s oldest fishing organization. This month Landings begins a new series, profiling MLA
members from throughout the coast of
Maine.
Andrew Gove, 83, is a man who sticks
to things. Take, for instance, lobstering. On this day in early December
he has just returned from bringing in
another fifty of his 600 traps. Seventy-seven years ago, when he was less
than seven years old, he was doing
the same thing but on a smaller scale.
He was hauling his two traps by hand
from a rowboat.
Gove received his commercial lobster license in 1937 at the behest of
his grandmother. “It cost a dollar,” he
recalled. “She told me I had to have
it if I was going to haul my traps. She
took care to follow the rules.”
Gove was born in Stonington at the
start of the Great Depression when
money was scarce. Two weeks after
his birth the family moved to Eagle
Island, west of Deer Isle. “My father

Andy Gove off Eagle Island, herring weirs in the background. Photo courtesy of Rose
Gove.

[Wilbert Gove] done most anything
he could,” Gove said. “It was hard to
find something to eat then.” At age
two, when his parents were expecting another child, Gove moved in
with his maternal grandparents, who
raised him to adulthood. The two
families lived next door to each other
on Eagle Island.
“My grandfather learnt me everything

I know,” Gove explained. “He would
let me do something and watch me
do it wrong and then show me how to
do it better.” Gove’s grandfather had a
large vegetable garden which fed the
family throughout the year. Gove was
impressed by that garden; one year
his grandfather gave him two rows
to plant on his own. “I thought there
wasn’t much to it. I figured I was go-

When he was a youngster, Gove sold
his lobsters for 10 cents a pound. A
good haul was one hundred pounds.
“I remember the price went up to 12
cents and we thought that was great,”
he said. As a child, he used his money
to buy school clothes. Eventually he
progressed from a rowboat to a small
wooden boat. “My grandfather got
this 14-foot sailboat from a lady out
to Isle au Haut. He took the centerboard out and put in a 5 horsepower
one-cylinder Grey engine,” Gove said.
“I just about wore myself out cranking that engine.”
Times were hard and Gove decided
at the start of his sophomore year in
high school to concentrate on fishing.
“I had to put food on the table,” he explained simply. His next boat was a
22-foot wooden boat built for a local
summer person. The boat was sturdy
but not elegant. Other fishermen
nicknamed her “the goddamn pumpkin seed.” When the V8 Ford engine

Smithwick & Mariners
Insurance Agency
We are a full-service independent insurance
insurance
agency providing personal, commercial,
commercial,
business & marine insurance.
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ENROLLING IN THE HEALTH INSURANCE MARKETPLACE
By April Gilmore, MLA Navigator
As we move into 2014, we are still
getting news almost daily about
changes in implementation of the
health care law and the health insurance marketplace.
Many people are confused about the
exact purpose of the Web site www.
healthcare.gov. The site is not an
insurance plan offered through the
Obama administration. Rather, it
serves as a portal for all Americans
to enroll in a health insurance plan
available to them through their state
Marketplace, and it can be used to
learn more about these plans. So,
www.healthcare.gov is the portal to
Maine’s Health Insurance Marketplace where you can shop for a variety of plans offered through Maine
Community Health Options and Anthem. As the health insurance Navigator for the Maine Lobstermen’s Association, I have heard some positive
feedback from people who are now
able to get their applications completed through the www.healthcare.
gov website. Many are finding that
the health insurance plans available
through the Marketplace have better
coverage than what they had before.
And those who qualify for a subsidy, called an Advanced Premium
Tax Credit (APTC) and Cost Sharing Reduction (CRS), are finding the

monthly premiums to be very manageable. In order to receive a subsidy,
you must enroll through the Health
Insurance Marketplace. Be aware
that if you visit www.healthcare.gov
at a time of day when a lot of other
people are trying to apply, you may
have to wait. You may enter a “Web
waiting room.” There should be an
option here to enter your email address to receive an email notifying

Premium tax credits
and cost sharing can
help lower the cost of
your insurance.
you when wait times are shorter. We
are hearing that off-peak hours, after
6 p.m. and before 6 a.m., are times
with less traffic on the site.
Despite the improvements, there are
many who remain frustrated with
the www.healthcare.gov site where
their applications are in limbo. Fortunately, there are now a few options
to make enrollment easier.
If you started an application during
the early days of www.healthcare.gov,
during October and November, you
may have found your application was
hung up because of a need for more
information, an incorrect eligibility

determination or your application
was stuck in a “loop” -- continuing to
get the same error message no matter how many times you logged into
your account. If you were one of the
many who experienced these situations, you can now remove your initial application and start over with
a new one. To do this, log into your
account home page and click the link
to remove the application, it will delete the application. Next, log back in,
click “start a new application” and reenter your information.
If you received a message stating that
you did not qualify for a subsidy on
www.healthcare.gov and you think
it’s incorrect, you should use the “remove application” option and start
from scratch. Alternatively, you can
apply for an appeal to reassess your
determination, but this will likely
take much longer. If you sent in a
paper application by mail, you can
find out if your application has been
processed by contacting the call
center (800-318-2596). The majority
of paper applications have been processed but, due to technical difficulties, some eligibility notices have not
been mailed out. Call center representatives can pull up your eligibility
determination and provide your application ID number. Be sure to write
down your application ID and also
the ID number for the call representative you speak with for your records.
This may be helpful if you need a Navigator or certified assister to track it
later. If your paper application has
not been processed because more
information is needed, you should be
contacted directly by the call center.
Premium tax credits and cost sharing can help lower the cost of your
monthly premium. Your eligibility
will be based on household income.
A household comprises all those
who are listed on your income tax
return. For example, if you are a family of four, (e.g. a husband and wife
who file a joint income tax with two
dependents) with a total household
income between $24,217 to $96,868,
you could qualify for one of the two
subsidies offered through the marketplace.
If you qualify for a subsidy, you can
apply it to your monthly premiums or
you can choose to use it later at tax
time and receive it as a refund. If you
over- or under-estimated your income, you’ll either get the difference
as a refundable credit or repay the
excess subsidy when you file your income taxes. If you realize later in the
year that your income will be more or
less than what you put on your application, you can update your marketplace account at any time throughout
the year to reflect the current income
amount. It’s important to make this
update if you receive a subsidy and
then find your income is not what
you predicted.
If you are a fisherman, it’s hard to
predict an income amount for the

April Gilmore is an MLA staff member trained as an ACA Navigator.

year to come. The best thing to do is
to use your income tax returns from
the previous year to make a projection. The 2014 income amount you
should use on your application is
your Adjusted Gross Income from
your 2013 taxes, which is line 37 on
your 1040 tax form. The health insurance application located on www.
healthcare.gov will walk you through
answering the income questions and
then identify the subsidy amount you
are eligible for.
I have received numerous questions regarding whether a fisherman whose business is incorporated
should use the Small Business Health
Options (SHOP) marketplace or the
individual marketplace. The SHOP
marketplace is designed for businesses that have fewer than 50 employees, not for individuals. Under
the law, those businesses have to offer health coverage. SHOP is available
to them if they choose to use it.
In most cases, both the Captain and
sternman will want to use the individual marketplace because affordable health insurance is not offered
through an employer.
The SHOP is more likely to be used
by a small business, such as a fishing supply store with 10 or 20 employees. The employer can purchase
small group health insurance plans
through the SHOP marketplace.
Small businesses purchasing health
insurance through the SHOP may
qualify for a subsidy in order to lower
the monthly premiums.
Although it can be an involved and
frustrating process to enroll in a
health insurance plan through www.
healthcare.gov, please remember
that you will have to pay a penalty if
you are without health coverage after the open enrollment deadline of
March 31, 2014. The penalty will be
1% of your income in 2014. For example, if you make $50,000 in 2014, you
would owe a $500 penalty when you
file your taxes in 2015. The penalty
increases each year; in 2016 the rate
increases to 2.5% of your income or
$695, whichever is higher.
The IRS will receivs notification of
your health coverage status when
you file your taxes, so if you choose
to go without insurance, you will pay
Continued on page 17
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MLMC BOARD MEMBERS MEET, CALL FOR COLLABORATION
By Melissa Waterman
The transition from the Maine Lobster Promotion Council (MLPC) to
the new Maine Lobster Marketing
Collaborative (MLMC) took a major
step in December when the board
members of the new MLMC met for
the first time on December 4. The purpose of the MLMC, which was created by the state Legislature during the
spring, 2013 session, is to provide for
effective marketing and promotion
of Maine lobster. With a $750,000 annual budget for its first year, the new
MLMC will deliver its five-year work
plan to the Joint committee on Marine Resources this month.
The 11-person MLMC board includes
representatives from the lobster harvester, dealer and processor sectors,
public members, and representatives
of the Departments of Marine Resources and Economic and Community Development. At its first meeting, board members expressed their
individual reasons for taking part in
this new organization.
Luke Holden is co-founder and president of Luke’s Lobster, a restaurant
chain begun in New York City in 2009.
He and his partner, Ben Conniff, now
operate a $8.5 million company with
nearly 150 employees and restaurants
or food trucks at eleven locations
in New York City, Philadelphia, and
Washington, D.C. Holden recently
opened a seafood processing plant in
Saco called Cape Seafood LLC, which
processes more than 300 crates of
lobster each day, to provide a steady
supply of Maine lobster for his restaurants. “I grew up in the seafood business,” he explained. His father, Jeff
Holden, started Portland Shellfish. “I
worked with him, lobstered for four
or five years, then went into investment banking, and now restaurants.”
He expressed the hope that through
the MLMC the industry can “become
more transparent and be able to collaborate more.”
Emily Lane, vice president of sales
for Calendar Islands Maine Lobster,
has more than 25 years of experience
in the seafood business. For the past
fifteen years she has been involved in
exporting Maine lobster and other

products overseas. She became well
known to many during her tenure
with Claw Island Lobster on Vinalhaven. She also served as the chair of
the former Maine Lobster Promotion
Council for several years. This past
summer she arranged for a group of
South Korean chefs to visit Maine
and meet with lobstermen, visit processors, and taste Maine lobster. The
trip proved beneficial not only to Calendar Islands but to other businesses
in the industry. “We need to do more
of this,” Lane said. “We need to bring
in buyers from other countries and
also take Maine out to the rest of the
world.”
Peter Miller is a lobsterman from
Tenants Harbor and co-owner of
Millers Wharf. He also served on the
former MLPC board. “We need to put
an emphasis on quality. We need to
develop lobster’s snob appeal and elevate its desirability,” he said. “If we
can increase demand, that will help
me and help us all.”
Maine Tourism Association Director
Vaughn Stinson said that he learned
years ago the difference between a
hard-shell and a soft-shell lobster
when he worked for Delta Airlines in
Atlanta, Georgia. Local restaurants
there received their lobsters from
Maine via airfreight and, said Stinson, “you definitely saw the difference
when those lobsters were delayed or
stayed on the plane too long!” Stinson
said that serving on the MLMC board
is a natural fit for him. “Visitors to
Maine want to enjoy Maine lobster.
I want to see higher visibility for the
product and a growth in sales. That
will bring a bigger return on investment for processors and brokers.”
Stinson also served previously on the
MLPC board.

Hugh Reynolds, president of Greenhead Lobster in Stonington, offered
a mildly critical view of the MLMC’s
role. His company, started 15 years
ago, exports lobsters to foreign countries and has developed strong accounts in Asia. “I am very skeptical
of government efforts to enhance the
value of an industry. They certainly
don’t have a good track record,” Reynolds said. “The one thing we have to
keep in mind is fairness. Whatever
we do must benefit all in the industry.”
Stonington lobsterman Frank Gotwals was concerned about fostering
open communication between the
MLMC and lobstermen. “I’ve lobstered all my adult life. I’ve been on
the board of the Stonington Lobster
Coop and served as president for
many years. I think it’s important to
keep an open line of honest communication with those lobstermen who
will listen.” In Gotwals opinion, one
of the MLMC’s goals should be to see
a reduction in the amount of friction
among the different parts of Maine’s
lobster industry. Gotwals was elected
the MLMC’s interim chair.
Karan Cushman holds one of the
public member seats on the MLMC
board. Founder of Cushman Creative,
a brand marketing firm based in Port
Clyde, Cushman has been involved
in marketing for more than fifteen

years. She is married to Gerry Cushman, a fifth-generation fisherman in
Port Clyde. “We need to spend the
money we have now in a smart way,”
she cautioned. “What is the message?
What does the audience need to hear
from us? We now have an opportunity to take ownership of the brand.”
Department of Marine Resources
Commissioner Patrick Keliher, who
also has a seat on the board, emphasized that the MLMC is not a government organization. “DMR does not
promote any seafood. We are a regulatory agency,” he said. “There’s a lot
riding on everyone’s shoulders here,
not to put any pressure on you. The
name [MLMC] matters. This all revolves around collaboration.”
At the board’s second meeting on December 17, John Sauve, who drafted
the Lobster Advisory Council’s Project Maine Lobster in 2012, gave an
overview on the elements of marketing and branding, highlighting a
framework for board consideration
as it moves forward with the planning process.
“I would say that the board has enthusiastically embraced the opportunity to move Maine lobster into
this new marketing era and certainly
has hit the ground running,” Commissioner Keliher said at the second
meeting.

Bar Harbor town council member Paul Paradis echoed Stinson’s
thoughts. The second generation to
operate Paradis Hardware in Bar Harbor, Paradis brings a small businessman’s view to the board. “I think we
need to raise awareness of Maine lobster,” he said. “But uniting harvesters
behind our efforts will be a challenge.
To do that, we have to show results.”
Paradis holds one of the harvester representative seats on the MLMC board.

Garbo depends on the hard work and
stewardship of Maine lobstermen.

Thank you !

The MLMC board. Front row, left to right: Paul Paradis; Karan Cushman; Emily
Lane; Hugh Reynolds. Back row: Luke Holden; Pat Keliher; Peter Miller; Vaughn
Stinson; Frank Gotwals; Brian Whitney. DMR photo.

3RXQG5G32%R[+DQFRFN0DLQH
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
•••

Advocating for a
sustainable lobster resource
and the fishermen and
communities that depend
on it since 1954.
President: David Cousens
So. Thomaston, 207.594.7518
1st VP: Jim Dow
Bass Harbor, 207.288.9846
2nd VP: Kristan Porter
Cutler, 207.259.3306
Sec/Treasurer: Arnold Gamage, Jr.
So. Bristol, 207.644.8110
Directors
Bob Baines, Spruce Head, 596.0177
Shane Carter, Bar Harbor, 288.0236
Dwight Carver, Beals, 497.2895
Gerry Cushman, Port Clyde, 372.6429
Jim Henderson, Camp Ellis, 468.4363
Robert Ingalls, Bucks Harbor, 255.3418
Mark Jones, Boothbay, 633.6054
Jason Joyce, Swan’s Island, 526.4109
Jack Merrill, Islesford, 244.4187
Tad Miller, Matinicus, 372.6941
Mike Myrick, Cushing, 354.6077
Brad Parady, Kittery, 337.3141
Willis Spear, Yarmouth, 846.9279
Jay Smith, Nobleboro, 563.5208
Craig Stewart, Long Island, 846.3158
Elliott Thomas, Yarmouth, 846.6201
John Williams, Stonington, 367.2731
Donald Young, Cushing, 354.6404
Jack Young, Vinalhaven, 863.4905

Staff
•••
Executive Director
Patrice McCarron
patrice@mainelobstermen.org
Navigator
April Gilmore
april@mainelobstermen.org

Executive Assistant
Sarah Paquette
sarah@mainelobstermen.org

Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
203 Lafayette Center
Kennebunk, ME 04043
info@mainelobstermen.org
207.967.4555
www.mainelobstermen.org

Board of Directors’
meeting schedule
All meetings take place at
Darby’s Restaurant, Belfast.
Jan. 7, noon
Feb. 4, noon

STEAMING AHEAD
As you finish getting your traps out of the water, or shift to
a more relaxed hauling schedule for the winter months, I
encourage you to spend some time getting to know more
about your industry. Most lobstermen are well aware of the
links between the Maine and Canadian fisheries. Maine
and the Canada provinces land the same species of lobster;
the Canadian fishery is larger than the U.S. lobster fishery.
The combined lobster landings from the U.S. and Canada
in 2012 totaled more than 300 million pounds.
But the dynamics between our lobster fisheries are complicated and precious few people in our industry have any real
understanding of the basic market dynamics between the
two lobster giants. I recommend two reports, The Report
of the Maritime Lobster Panel, released in November, and
the federal Fisheries of the U.S. 2012 report, as great places
to get informed.
The Report of the Maritime Lobster Panel contains a wealth
of information in its Annexes, where the authors present
an overview of the management approaches in place in the
Canadian and Maine lobster fisheries, as well as a review
of lobster market data. The “Overview of
Worldwide Supply and Demand” section
of the report presents data that clearly
illustrate the strong reliance our two industries have on each other. The numbers
presented in the report are stunning. In
2011, landings of Homarus americanus in
the U.S. and Canada accounted for 43% of
the world’s lobster landings; spiny lobster
is second in percentage of landings (28%
of worldwide lobster supply) and Norway
lobster/Scampi ranks third (at 22%). Canadian lobster landings account for about
53% of total landings of Homarus americanus, however “the U.S. leads Canada in exports of live
lobster, but Canada is the largest worldwide exporter of
processed lobster.”

outside of the home. The bulk of lobster is sold to the food
service sector, rather than the retail sector. Over half of live
lobster is sold through promotional campaigns in the U.S.
with peak sales occurring around Valentine’s Day, Mother’s
Day, Christmas and New Years.
While Canada has clearly dominated the processing sector, the report states that “the [Canadian] processing sector has been showing significant signs of struggle in recent
years with the number of fully active processors dropping
from over 40 in the early 2000’s to less than 20 in 2013. This
diminishing capacity results in critical slowdowns in the
value chain as fewer processors try to keep up with supply, particularly during peak times.” By contrast, Maine’s
processing sector has shown signs of expansion in recent
years. According to the Maine Department of Marine Resources, the state issued five processing licenses in 2010,
compared to 16 processing licenses in 2012.
The Fisheries of the United States 2012 report, which is
part of a series published annually, is a great source of
information if you want to dig deeper into how the U.S.
lobster fishery fares in the worldwide
market. U.S. lobster landings increased
by 30% from 2010 to 2012. During that
same time period, U.S. lobster exports
increased by 43% to 107 million pounds
with the overseas portion of exports
showing a 30% increase. In 2012, 64% of
all U.S. lobster exports went to Canada.
That means that nearly half (46%) of
all U.S. lobster landings (68 million lbs)
went to our northern neighbor. The balance of U.S. lobster landings was split almost evenly between U.S. markets (28%
of landings or 42 million pounds) and
overseas markets (26% of landings or 39 million pounds).
Italy, Spain, France, Hong Kong and China were the top five
destinations for U.S. overseas exports of lobster.

While the U.S. lobster
industry has been
growing its export
markets and out
competing Canada
in this arena, it is
clear that the U.S.
market is huge.

As you dig deeper into the export statistics, you quickly see
how closely linked the two industries are. The amount of
lobster that crosses back and forth between the U.S. and
Canada is truly staggering. “In 2012, the U.S. exported twothirds of its live lobster to Canada and Canada exported
75% of its live lobster to the U.S. Much of the U.S. live lobster
exports to Canada are soft-shelled ‘moulters’ or ‘shedders,’
processed and exported back to the U.S. In 2012, almost
100% of Canada’s prepared/preserved lobster products
were sold to the U.S. along with 75% of its frozen lobster
exports. Moreover, an unknown amount of Canada’s live
exports are repackaged in the U.S. and exported elsewhere
or directly re-exported.”
“Excluding cross-border trade, worldwide, the U.S. exported double the amount of live lobster that Canada did
in 2012 and 13 times the amount of prepared/preserved
lobster. Canada, however, sold three times as much frozen
lobster products to world markets as the U.S. In some respects, the U.S. is Canada’s biggest distributer as well as its
largest market.”
The report includes trade statistics from each of the Maritime provinces for 2012. New Brunswick’s four Lobster
Fishery Areas (LFAs) accounted for 18% of Canadian lobster landings and lobster exports totaling $405 million
(85% processed and 15% live). Nova Scotia’s fifteen LFAs
accounted for 57% of lobster landings and lobster exports
of $374 million (82% live and 18% processed). And Prince
Edward Island’s three LFAs accounted for 17% of lobster
landings and lobster exports valued at $122 million (90%
processed and 10% live). The fifteen LFAs in Newfoundland
made up only 3% of landings, while Quebec’s eight LFAs
comprised 5% of landings.
The report estimates that more than half of the 300 million pounds of lobster landed are processed into various
products, and that three out of four lobsters are consumed

Drawing on these figures, when you add up the 168 million
pounds of Homarus americanus imported to the U.S. and
subtract the lobster 107 million pounds of lobster exported
by the U.S., on top of U.S. landings, the U.S. supply of American lobster is a whopping 210 million pounds. But U.S. lobstermen supplied a mere 20% of those lobsters.
The interdependence of the U.S. and Canadian lobster industries cannot be underestimated: each country serves as
the other’s biggest market. Yet, as these figures reveal how
the fisheries currently operate, they also reveal where the
opportunity lies. While the U.S. lobster industry has been
growing its export markets and out competing Canada in
this arena, it is clear that the U.S. market is huge. Obviously
Americans like to eat lobster! It seems clear that the Maine
lobster fishery has much that could be gained by focusing
its new marketing efforts here in our own backyard.
As always, stay safe on the water.

You can read the full Report of the Maritime Lobster
Panel at www.gov.pe.ca/photos/original/FARD_LobPan13.pdf and The Fisheries of the U.S. 2012 at www.
st.nmfs.noaa.gov/commercial-fisheries/fus/fus12/
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
MLA DIRECTORS MEETING
SUMMARY
The MLA Directors welcomed the
Marine Resources Committee chairs
Senator Chris Johnson and Representative Walter Kumiega to discuss
the Committee’s interest in potential
changes to the lobster industry’s limited entry system.
The Committee chairs explained that
LD 1544 has been held over from last
session, giving the Committee the
authority to make changes to the
lobster licensing system and develop
methods for expanding entry opportunities to the lobster fishery. Some
of the Committee’s key concerns
included long waiting lists and the
preferential treatment of students,
the generation of lobstermen missing from the fishery and latent effort.
He also expressed strong concern
over the data from the juvenile lobster settlement index showing three
years in a row of decline. Sen. Johnson said that change is needed in the
lobster industry and that the industry cannot rely on a strategy of landing high volumes of lobster. And given the results of the settlement index,
the industry no longer has the luxury
of time in making changes. The Committee is interested in feedback from
the zone councils and industry, but
may move forward its own recommendations.
The Committee will meet in December to learn about the Department
of Marine Resources’ outreach to
the zone councils. It is expected that
the Commissioner will conduct additional meetings with the lobster
industry this winter to continue the
discussion. The Committee wants
feedback on potential changes to improve access to the lobster fishery,
but is also looking for ideas to reform
and improve the management system as a whole.
The MLA Directors provided a lot
of feedback. Regarding the notion
of changing the licensing or limited
entry system, some said that the current system is not broken and simply
needs time to work. The new surcharges may start to reduce latent
effort as well. Others believe that the
current licensing system needs work,
and that latent effort must be addressed first. However, they strongly
emphasized the need to look at the
big picture and set clear goals to
guide any changes. Change will be
controversial and the industry must
agree on why change is needed. They
urged the Committee members to
remember that people make their
living lobstering, so there is much at
stake. Those who fish in areas that
continue to be crowded stressed the
need to continue to base the exit ratios on tags, because that is the best
measure of effort on the water.
Rep. Kumiega said that the Committee may consider giving the zones
more powers. In general, MLA Di-

rectors supported that idea because
the lobster fishery is so diverse; what
makes sense for Zone A may not
make sense for Zone G. It is important, however, to ensure that the lobster management system still makes
sense for the state as a whole. Several
ideas have come up that warrant further discussion including allowing
zones to average the number of tags
purchased by a retired license over
the previous 5 or 10 years; creating
a new license with a lower trap limit
for older lobstermen; establishing
a revised licensing system for new
entrants with a lower trap limit and
more stringent reporting requirements.
The MLA Board agreed firmly that
latent effort should be addressed.
There is latency in the tags that lobstermen are purchasing but not fishing, as well as latent effort embodied
in tags that can be bought in future
years by younger lobstermen to build
up to the trap limit. There are currently people holding on to licenses
speculating that one day they might
be paid to retire that license. The
DMR’s proposal for a tiered license
system discussed last winter had
some good ideas which could help
the state get a handle on latent effort
and is worth further discussion.
Board members pointed out that
there needs to be more information
about such things as the intentions
of those who continue to hold latent
licenses, how many of those on the
waiting list actually intend to fish,
how many on the waiting list began the Apprentice Program under
the current rules versus those who
started under a different set of rules,
and how to deal with transfers differently than new entrants. In the end,
the MLA Directors agreed that it is
important to get more young people
involved and to ensure that the lobster industry is structured in a way
that will allow our communities to
survive.
The MLA Directors reviewed the
Nominating and Bylaws Committee
report. The Board requested that the
revised draft of the by-laws and operating procedures be sent to the full
Board with a 30-day notice that they
will be voted on in January. The Board
asked that letters go out to those Directors whose terms are expiring to
see if they wish to be considered for
another term.
Patrice McCarron presented a summary of the Canadian Maritime Panel
report highlighting some of the ideas
that could help shape discussions in
Maine on how to stabilize our industry.
MLA is still awaiting news from the
Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA)
program on the details of a final payment to those who completed the
full TAA program. Of those who completed the full program, 62% were
lobstermen, resulting in payments of
more than $8.3 million to Northeast

lobstering communities. The Foreign
Agricultural Service has the final
numbers on how many have completed the full program and would
qualify for a “true-up” payment which
will pay out the balance of the funds.
We do not expect to hear an announcement on how much the final
payment will be or when the funds
will be available until 2014. The next
MLA meeting will be held January 7
at noon at Darby’s in Belfast.
NO SHRIMP SEASON
In early December, the Atlantic
States Marine Fisheries Commission’s Northern Shrimp Section approved a moratorium on the 2014
northern shrimp fishing season.
The results of the 2013 Assessment
Report for Gulf of Maine Northern
Shrimp indicated abundance in the
western Gulf of Maine has declined
steadily since 2006. Current biomass
(500 metric tons) is the lowest value
in recent history, and well below the
biomass threshold of 9,000 mt and
the biomass limit of 6,000 mt. Additionally, there has been recruitment
failure for the past three years.
The ASFMC considers the stock to
have collapsed with little prospect
of recovery in the near future. “Given
the overwhelming evidence of recruitment failure and stock collapse,

and continuing unfavorable environmental conditions, the Section felt it
was necessary to close the 2014 fishery to protect the remaining spawning biomass and allow as much hatch
to take place as possible,” stated
Northern Shrimp Section Chair Terry
Stockwell of Maine. “When environmental conditions are poor, the ability of the stock to withstand fishing
pressure is reduced. With the stock
at all-time lows and only failed year
classes to come, there is even greater
loss of resilience for this stock.” The
Section noted that due to this recruitment failure, it is possible that
the moratorium could extend beyond one year. In the Gulf of Maine,
increasing water temperatures and a
decline in phytoplankton abundance
are factors which likely have and will
continue to contribute to the poor recruitment in the stock.
2014 MAINE SHRIMP
LICENSES
The Maine Department of Marine
Resources has sent a letter to all 2013
shrimp licenses holders informing
them that the DMR will automatically renew the license for 2014, at no
charge. There is no action required by
the license holder.If you have already
purchased a 2014 shrimp licenses,
the DMR will send a refund.
Continued on page 10

Many thanks to these fine businesses,
the MLA’s Keeper members!

Allen Insurance &
Financial
Atlantic Edge Lobster
Beals-Jonesport Cooperative
Bell Power Systems
Inc.
Buoysticks.com
Calendar Islands Maine
Lobster LLC
Cape Porpoise Lobster
Co. Inc.
Chapman & Chapman
Chase Leavitt & Co.
Chrisanda Corp.
Coastal Documentation
Conary Cove Lobster
Co.
Cooks Lobster House
Cousins Maine Lobster
Cushing Diesel, LLC
Damariscotta Bank &
Trust Co.
DB Rice Fisheries
Eastern Tire & Auto
Service
Eaton Trap Co. Inc.
Finestkind Scenic
Cruises
F W Thurston Co. Inc.
Georgetown Fishermen’s Coop
Gill Crustacean Bait
Glens Lobster Co.

Grundens USA Ltd
Gulf of Maine Lobster
Foundation
Guy Cotten, Inc
HR Beal& Sons Inc.
Holden Seafood Corp.
Insterstate Lobster Co.
Island Fishing Gear &
Auto Parts
Island Fishermen’s
Wives
Island Seafood II, LLC
Johns Bay Boat Co.
Kips Seafood Co.
Lake Pemaquid Inc.
Linda Bean’s Maine
Lobster
Lobster Products Inc.
Lonnie’s Hydraulic Inc.
Maine Financial Group
Maine Port Authority
Maine Sea Grant
Marine Hydraulic Engineering Co. Inc.
Midcoast Marine Electronics
Midcoast Marine Supply
Millers Wharf Lobster
Mount Desert Oceanarium
Nautilus Marine Fabrication Inc.
Newcastle ChryslerDodge-Jeep

New England Marine &
Industrial Inc.
Novatec Braids LTD
Penobscot Bay & River
Pilots Assn.
Penobscot East Resource
Center
Pete’s Marine Electronics
PJ Lobster Company
Polyform US
Port Clyde Fishermen’s
Coop
Port Lobster Co.
Promens Saint John
Quahog Lobster Inc.
Ready Seafood
Red Hook Lobster Pound
Redeem Lobster Co.
Rockland Savings Bank
South Bristol Fishermen’s
Cooperative
Superior Bait and Salt
Superior Marine Products
Inc.
The Compass Insurance
Group
The First NA
WD Matthews Machinery
Co.
Weirs Motor Sales Inc.
Williams CPA Group
LLC
Worcesters Lobster Bait
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
Recreational Shrimp Licenses
With the cancellation of the shrimp
season, many have asked if the state
will allow fishermen to keep shrimp
for personal consumption. The answer is no. While Maine does allow
for the recreational harvest of shrimp
-- up to one fish tote for personal use
-- that is only allowed when shrimp
season is open. Because there is no
shrimp season, there is neither a
commercial or recreational take allowed this year.
MAINE LOBSTER MARKETING
COLLABORATIVE
The newly appointed board of the
Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative met over two days in December
to launch the Maine lobster industry’s new marketing entity. The Board
elected Stonington lobsterman Frank
Gotwals as its interim chair. The
Board also formed committees to begin its search for an executive director and to hire an advertising agency.
Board members expressed a sense of
excitement about the diversity of interests on the board. The Board voted
to keep Marianne Lacroix as acting
director and Lisa Santiago as office
manager through June 2014. The
Collaborative discussed the development of a new brand strategy for

Maine lobster on December 17, and
will present a preliminary marketing strategy to the Marine Resources
Committee in mid-January.
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
The Marine Resources Committee
met on December 5 and December
13 to begin deliberations on LD 1544,
which was carried over from last session to allow for statutory changes
to lobster licenses and methods for
expanding opportunity in the limited
entry lobster fishery. The DMR met
with all seven zone councils in the
fall to discuss how to reduce waiting times for apprentices on the lists.
Zones A and B are moving forward
to change their exit ratio basis back
to licenses instead of tags; Zone E is
considering changing its ratio from
5:1 to 4:1 based on tags retired. Zones
F and G did not support any changes,
but have requested additional data
from DMR to aid their discussions.
Zone D voted to maintain the status
quo for a few years. Zone C voted to
remain open. The Committee will be
seeking additional feedback from the
Commissioner following outreach
meetings to be held in early 2014.
There are a few other bills of interest
to the lobster industry scheduled for
this session:

A bill to establish a Commission to
study the effects of ocean acidification (LR 2511)
An Act To Protect Maine’s Lobster
Fishery by prohibiting the use of
methoprene and resmethrin, two
chemicals used for mosquito control,
if the chemical would enter the waters of the Gulf of Maine (LR 2305).
TAA TRUE-UP PAYMENTS
The MLA has been getting many calls
from lobstermen inquiring about the
status of a final payment from the
TAA program. To date, we have no official news of how much the “true up”
payment will be, or when the checks
will be issued.
In September 2010, the USDA’s Foreign Agriculture Service certified
group petitions filed by blueberry
producers in Maine, lobster producers in the Northeast region (Maine,
NH, Mass, CT, RI), and shrimp producers in Alaska and the Gulf and
South Atlantic regions. Nearly 6,000
producers applied to participate in
the program. Of those who completed the full program, 62% were
lobstermen, resulting in payments of
more than $8.3 million to northeast
lobstering communities.
A total of 4,721 producers completed

an initial business plan, receiving
$971 each (3,203 of those were lobstermen). A total of 4,361 producers
completed the full program, receiving an additional payment of $1,942
(2,698 of those were lobstermen).
Those who did not complete part
of the training have received notice
from FAS. They had 30 days to appeal
this, which ended in mid-November.
This means that FAS has the final
numbers on how many have completed the full program and qualify
for a “true-up” payment which will
pay out the balance of the funds. We
do not expect to hear an announcement on how much the final payment will be or when the funds will
be available until 2014.
POLLUTION PERMITS
REQUIRED NEXT YEAR
In September, 2006, the 9th Circuit
District Court nullified a long-standing EPA regulation that exempted
certain effluent discharges incidental to the normal operations of
all vessels from National Pollutant
Discharge Permits (NPDES) permit
requirements, including 65,000 commercial and charter fishing boats,
15,000 commercial-use vessels, and
13 million recreational boats, regardContinued on page 11
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Thank you
for helping to keep
the MLA strong!
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Nominator Information
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
less of size. The ruling was the result
of a ballast water lawsuit brought by
Northwest Environmental Advocates
et al.

zation legislation. These exemptions
expire in December 2014. The ballast
water permit requirements are to be
applied in December 2013.

EPA appealed the initial decision
but the Court found for the plaintiffs and issued an order requiring
EPA to write regulations instituting
discharge permits for all these boats
beginning on September 30, 2008.
The EPA issued a Notice of Intent/
Request for Comments and Information in the Federal Register on June
21, 2007 (See 72 FR 34241) to begin
the permit process.

The EPA published final Vessel General Permit (VGP) regulations in March
2013 and was promptly sued for a
2nd time by the NGOs. The case is
pending but the permit requirements
will be implemented for ballast water (12/13) and incidental discharges
(12/14) for all boats 79-ft and longer.
The regulations may worsen depending on the outcome of the court case.
New EPA permits for all remaining
boats < 79-ft will be required in December 2014 but the regulations have
not yet published.

In addition to ballast water, the NPDES permits for all these vessels covers discharges including but not limited to fish hold water, anchor chain
mud, deck wash/runoff, bilge pump
discharge, gray or “stick” water, laundry, shower, and galley sink water.
In 2007 the National Marine Manufacturers Association (NMMA) along
with other boating and sport fishing
groups successfully secured a permanent exemption from Congress for
13,000,000 pleasure boats and yachts
(See S. 1578; H.R. 2550).
The remaining 80,000 commercial
and charter fishing and commercialuse boats were not permanently exempted. Rather, Congress provided
these sectors with temporary exemptions via U.S Coast Guard reauthori-

The VGP requires burdensome reporting, monitoring, inspections and
compliance activities – all subject
to heavy fines and citizen lawsuits
under the Clean Water Act (CWA)
for what seems to be minimal environmental protection. Ballast water
management for specific activities
that threaten the spread of aquatic
invasive species should be managed
appropriately. The U.S. coastal fishing industry poses minimal threat to
the spread of AIS species since fishing activity primarily occurs in U.S.
waters and often in a relatively small
geographic area.
The MLA has asked Maine’s delegation to sponsor and support H.R. 3464

– the “Commercial Vessel Discharges
Reform Act of 2013” introduced by
Rep. Frank LoBiondo (R-NJ) and Rep.
Rick Larsen (D-WA). The bill requires
“Best Management Practices” under
the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act be used to address discharges
incidental to the normal operations

of a vessel for commercial fishing
and charter fishing boats regardless of size -- rather than the onerous requirements and citizen lawsuit
provision under the CWA. H.R. 3464
will ensure these vessels are treated
similar to the requirements for all
13,000,000 sport boats, pleasure craft
and yachts in the U.S.

Members of the Joint Committee on
Marine Resources
Sen. Chris Johnson
(D-Lincoln), Chair

Rep. Peter Doak
(R-Columbia Falls)

Rep. Walter Kumiega
(D-Deer Isle), Chair

Rep. Chuck Kruger
(D-Thomaston)

Sen. Dick Woodbury
(U-Cumberland)

Rep. Wayne Parry
(R-Arundel)

Sen. Ed Mazurek
(D-Knox)

Rep. Jeremy Saxton
(D-Harpswell)

Rep. Ralph Chapman
(D-Brooksville)

Rep. Windol Weaver
(R-York)

Rep. Michael Devin
(D-Newcastle)

Rep. Ellen Winchenbach
(R-Waldoboro)

Rep. Elizabeth Dickerson
(D-Rockland)
Clerk: Diane Steward, diane.steward@maine.gov
Analyst: Amy Winston, amy.winston@maine.gov
Legislative Information: www.maine.gov/legis

Present your MLA membership
MLA MEMBERS DISCOUNT
DIRECTORY
Accutech Marine Propeller, Inc.
Dover, NH -- 20% off propeller repair. Discounts
vary by manufacturer for new propellers,shafting
and other hardware.
Applied Refrigeration Services
Windham, ME -- $250 off new installations.
Bessy Bait, LLC
Seabrook, NH -- $5 off each barrel on multiple
barrel purchases at the Seabrook NH location
with proof of MLA membership.
Coastal Hydraulics
Seabrook, NH -- 10% discount on all in stock
items for MLA members.
Commercial Fisheries News
Deer Isle, ME -- Discounted annual subscription
rate for $18.75 with MLA membership noted on
check.
Friendship Trap Company
Friendship, ME -- 5% off list price on traps at the
Friendship store.
Hews Company
South Portland, ME -- 10% off all hydraulic
components and Cable Craft cables in 2014.

card at the following businesses and
receive generous discounts!

/DZ2IÀFHRI-6FRWW/RJDQ//&
Portland, ME -- 20% discount on foreclosure
defense and bankruptcy legal fees.

North Atlantic Power Products
Exeter, NH -- 10% off service repairs of twin disc
transmissions.

0DLQH&DPS2XWÀWWHUV
Sunset, ME -- 10% off all apparel and promotional
product orders.

Penobscot Marine Museum
Searsport, ME -- Free admission for MLA members.

Maine Lobstermen’s Association
Kennebunk, ME--10% off to harvesters on MLA
merchandise.
Maine Maritime Museum
Bath, ME -- Free admission to MLA members.
McMillan Offshore Survival Training
Belfast, ME -- 10% discount on USCG Drill Conductor training.

Sawyer & Whitten Marine
Portland & Rockland, ME --10% discount from
regular MSRP pricing (doesn’t apply to sale items)
Sea Rose Trap Co.
Scarborough, ME -- 5% off trap list price when
you show your MLA card.

Mount Desert Oceanarium
Southwest Harbor, ME -- Free admission for comPHUFLDOÀVKHUPHQDQGWKHLUIDPLOLHV

Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
Falmouth, ME -- Discounted vessel insurance plus
5% discount with proof of CG approved Drill
Conductor course within the last 5 years.

National Fisherman
North Hollywood, CA -- Special annual subscription rate of $12.95, use J12MLA code for discount.

SW Boatworks
Lamonie, ME -- Show MLA card to receive
$500.00 discount on a new hull or top.

Nicholas H Walsh, PA
Portland, ME -- 25% off legal services.

Weathervane Seafood Inc.
Kittery, ME – 10% off retail and mail order
purchases. Just mention you are an MLA member.
1-800-914-1774.
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CONFUSED ABOUT YOUR HEALTH
INSURANCE OPTIONS?
The MLA can help!

Koden FX Series Sounders

STEP UP TO THE BEST
Experience professional power,
advanced features
and true broadband
performance.
Koden’s 12.1”
CVS-FX1
and “Black Box”
CVS-FX2BB are
the only sounders
that let ﬁshermen
transmit on
variable frequencies from
24kHz-240kHz in
0.1kHz steps.

Here’s whats new:
You have until March 31st to sign up and avoid a penalty.
You can’t be turned down for preexisting medical conditions.
ϐ  
ϐϐϐ  
from serious illness or injuries.
Ȉ If you’re under 30, low-premium catastrophic plans are
available.
Ȉ If you’re 65 or older, you qualify for Medicare.
Ȉ If you have coverage, ask your insurer if your plan is qualiϐʹͲͳͶǤ
Ȉ
Ȉ
Ȉ
Ȉ

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

HAVE QUESTIONS?

KODEN CVS-FX1

3kW RMS output/8,000’ max with digital signal processing
Transmit/display four frequencies simultaneously
Pinpoint target species, reduce bycatch
Variable beam angles with broadband transducers
Condition Memory for instant recall of 24 favorite frequencies
Rugged, reliable, professional grade

Call MLA’s Navigator April Gilmore
at 207-967-4555 or
email to april@mainelobstermen.org.

SI-TEX Marine Electronics
(631) 996-2690
www.si-texkoden.com

ǯϐ 
ʹͲͳͶǤ

MAINE

H

HAMILTON

MARINE

GREAT PRICES!
GREAT STUFF!
800-639-2715
hamiltonmarine.com

PORTLAND ROCKLAND SEARSPORT SOUTHWEST HARBOR JONESPORT MAINE
Typographical errors are unintentional and subject to correction.

ACCUSAT™ EPIRBs

CVS-126 Digital Echo Sounder

406 MHz. 6 Year Non-Hazardous
battery. 6 Year warranty. Stainless
steel antenna. USCG/GMDSS
Approved.

5.7" brilliant color LCD
display, 600 watts with
GHSWKUDQJHVRI  
Transducer not included.

Type
Cat II Manual
Cat II Manual w/GPS
Cat II Auto
Cat II Auto w/GPS

Order#
731676
731677
731678
731679

List
700.00
950.00
950.00
1250.00

Imperial™ Immersion Suits

Type I Offshore Life Vest

7KUHHŵQJHUHGPLWW:LGHOHJVIRUTXLFNGRQQLQJ'XDO]LSSHUSXOOWDEV,QŶDWDEOHKLJKULGHUULQJIRU
DGGLWLRQDOIUHHERDUGDQGEXR\DQF\6QXJŵWWLQJIDFHVHDOLVŶH[LEOHDQGFRPIRUWDEOH5HWURUHŶHFWLYH
WDSHIRUH[WUDYLVLELOLW\,QFOXGHVVWXUG\VWRUDJHEDJZLWKWZRKDQGOHV0DGHRIPPQHRSUHQH
1-piece, sealed construction. Back straps. Inherently buoyant. Includes whistle.

Adult Universal,
USCG Approved
with Reflective Tape.

SELL
399.99
529.99
499.99
659.99

46999
List 699.00
HMA-50
Order# 729835

Fiske Skins Long Underwear
100% polyester fabric
wicks away moisture and
is peached on the inside
for extra comfort.

COMMERCIAL

USCG/SOLAS Approved

$

Shirt or Pants

99 XS-XXL
23
24.49 XXXL

$

USCG Approved

USCG Approved/SOLAS Compliant suit
features a harness and buddy line.

List 40.30 $
PFD-1A
Order# 748930

Adult Universal
110-220 lbs

Adult Universal
110-220 lbs

PVC SuperFlex Triple Dipped
Lined Blue Gloves

Chinook BadAxe Boots

$

23999

5HJ279.99
RVS-1409A
Order# 743829

Jumbo
Over 220 lbs

$

27999

$
SAVE
$

28999
$

$

20

5HJ309.99
RVS-1409A3
Order# 730821

Jumbo
Over 220 lbs

$
SAVE

$

SAVE

40

SAVE
$

5HJ299.99
RVS-1409J
Order# 743834

5HJ339.99
RVS-1409J3
Order# 730823

1380pairCOLD-RESISTANT

149.48 dozen
Size Order#
Med 159572
/J 159573
;/J 159574

Oil and slip resistant sole. Cold weather
comfort rated to -40°F. Adjustable nylon
VQRZFXII,QVXODWLQJZRROIHOWOLQHU
:DWHUSURRIFRQVWUXFWLRQ+HLJKW
Sizes 4-15.

Soft Toe Green Steel Toe Black
CNK-3500

$

CNK-3550

99 $

44 pair 4949pair

FREE HEAT from your engine’s

High Performance
LED Lights

Flush Mount or Ducted Models. 28,000 to 40,000 BTUs.

Patented specter and
hybrid optics allow for
various combinations of
ŶRRGDQGVSRWOLJKWLQJ

closed cooling system!

30999

20

2720

30

FROM

$

11499
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What’s Under Your Raingear?

New! Nightwatch Puffy

Seals out cold and wind when ﬁshing, working on deck
or exploring the outdoors.

The World’s Toughest
Marine Wire
Made In The USA
Since 1980
s 7ATER RESISTANT  NYLON RIPSTOP MATERIAL s %LASTICIZED CUFFS s )NSIDE ZIPPERED CHEST POCKET
s :IPPERED HANDWARMER POCKETS s !DJUSTABLE DRAWCORD HEM s 3ILICONE BASED HYDROPHOBIC INSULATION
s ,IGHTWEIGHT  PACKABLE INTO INSIDE CHEST POCKET s !VAILABLE IN "LACK 'REEN OR /RANGE s 3IZES 83 8,

www.riverdale.com • 1.800.762.6374

Available at a Grundéns dealer near you!

www.Grundens.com

USA

3257/$1'75$3
  


1HZ/RFDWLRQ5LYHUVLGH6WUHHW3RUWODQG0(
x
x
x
x
x
x

1HZDQGXVHGWUDSVLQVWRFN
*UHDWSULFHVRQZLUHNLWV
'LVFRXQWVRQEXLOGLQJVXSSOLHV
/DUJHVHOHFWLRQRIURSH
$TXDFXOWXUHVXSSOLHV
6SHFLDOW\WUDSV

3RUWODQG7UDS
KDVPRYHGWRD
ODUJHUORFDWLRQ

<HDK«
WKDW¶V6$17$

$411-564#2/+../#4+0'5722.+'5
3RUWODQG0(:HVW%DWK0(7KRPDVWRQ0(-RQHVERUR0(
        

7$</250$'()/2$76






+RW7DQN&RLOV
6WDLQOHVVVWHHO
ZLWKFRLOV
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5HJ3ULFH
'LVF  
:2:
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MLA SELECT BUSINESS MEMBERS Show your support for these businesses!
BAIT DEALERS

FISHING, MARINE & INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIES

Bessy Bait LLC
2 Mase Rd
Hampton , NH 03842
603-300-2846/603-300-2849
info@bessybait.com
www.bessybait.com
$5 off each barrel on multiple barrel purchases
at Seabrook NH location with MLA card.

North Atlantic Power Products
15 Continental Drive
Exeter, NH 03833
603-418-0470 sprofio@glpower.com
www.northatlanticpower.com
10% discount for all service repair of twin disc
transmissions.

Purse Line Bait
PO Box 276
Sebasco Estates, ME 04565
207-389-9155
jenniebplb@yahoo.com
BOAT BUILDERS/ BOAT REPAIR
SW Boatworks
Stewart Workman
358 Douglas Highway
Lamoine, ME 04605
207-667-7427
swboatworks@gmail.com
www.swboatworks.com
Show MLA member card to receive $500 discount on new hull or top.
EDUCATIONAL & TRADE SHOWS
Maine Maritime Museum
243 Washington St
Bath, ME 04530
207-443-1316
lent@maritimeme.org
www.mainemaritimemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members.
Penobscot Marine Museum
PO Box 498, 5 Church St
Searsport, ME 04974
207-548-2529
bholtzman@ppm-maine.org
www.penobscotmarinemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members.
ELECTRONICS
Sawyer & Whitten Marine
36 Union Wharf # 9
Portland, ME 04101
118 Tillson Ave.
Rockland, ME 04841
207-879-4500
mike@sawyerwhitten.com
10% discount on non-sale items .
FINANCIAL & INVESTMENT
Farm Credit of Maine ACA
615 Minot Ave.
Auburn, ME 04210
800-831-4230
www.farmcreditmaine.com

GIFTS
Maine Camp Outfitters
300 Sunset Rd
Sunset, ME 04683
800-560-6090
andy@maine-camp.com
www.mainepromotional.com
10% off all apparel and promotional product
orders.
HYDRAULICS
Coastal Hydraulics Inc
PO Box 2832
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-474-1914
sales@coastalhyd.com
10% discount on all in-stock items for MLA
members.
Hews Company LLC
190 Rumery St.
South Portland, ME 04106
207-767-2136/800-234-4397
info@hewsco.com www.hewsco.com
10% off hydraulic components and Cable Craft
cables in 2013.
INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS
Maine Lobster Promotion Council
2 Union St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9310
info@lobsterfrommaine.com
www.lobsterfrommaine.com
INSURANCE
Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
366 US Route 1
Falmouth , ME 04105
207-781-5553/800-370-1883
scott@smithwick-ins.com
www.smithwick-ins.com
Discounted vessel insurance for MLA members. Additional 5% discount with proof of
completing a C.G. Fishing Vessel Drill Conductor course within the last 5 years.
LEGAL SERVICES
J. Scott Logan LLC
75 Pearl Street
Portland, ME 04101
207-699-1314
20% discount on foreclosure defense, bankruptcy legal fees.

Nicholas H Walsh PA
PO Box 7206
Portland, ME 04112
207-772-2191
nwalsh@gwi.net
www.nicholas-walsh.com
25% off legal services

Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
23 Pedleton Rd.
Winter Harbor, ME 04693
207-963-5857
info@winterharborlobster.com
10% off fresh picked lobster meat.
MARINE ENGINES

LOBSTER/SEAFOOD/WHOLESALE/
RETAIL
Channel Fish Co.
370 East Eagle St.
East Boston , MA 02128
617-569-3200
paula@channelfishco.com
www.channelfishco.com
Cozy Harbor Seafood Inc
PO Box 389
Portland, ME 04112
207-879-2665
jnorton@cozyharbor.com
www.cozyharbor.com
Cranberry Isles Fishermens Coop
PO Box 258
Islesford, ME 04646
207-244-5438
cranberrycoop@gmail.com
Little Bay Lobster Inc.
158 Shattuck Way
Newington, NH 03801
603-431-3170
kellis@littlebaylobster.com
www.littlebaylobster.com

Milton Cat
Stuart Tuttle
16 Pleasant Hill Rd
Scarborough, ME 04070
stewart_tuttle@miltoncat.com
www.miltoncat.com
PROPELLERS
Accutech Marine Propeller, Inc
24 Crosby Rd Unit 6
Dover, NH 03820
603-617-3626
larry@accutechmarine.com
www.accutechmarine.com
20% off propeller repair. Discounts for new
propellers,shafting and other hardware.
REFRIGERATION SERVICES
Applied Refrigeration Services
7C Commons Ave.
Windham, ME 04062
207-893-0145
info@appliedrefrigeration.com
www.appliedrefrigeration.com
$250 off new installations.
RESTAURANTS

Orion Seafood International
20 Ladd Street, 3rd Floor
Portsmouth, NH 03801
603-433-2220
info@orionseafood.com
www.orionseafood.com

Barnacle Billys Inc.
PO Box 837
Ogunquit , ME 03907
207-646-5575
billy@barnbilly.com www.barnbilly.com

Spruce Head Fishermen’s Coop
275 Island Rd
South Thomaston, ME 04858
207-594-8029
shfcoop@gmail.com

Newick’s Hospitality Group, Inc.
431 Dover Point Rd .
Dover, NH 03820
603-742-3205
controller@newicks.com www.newicks.com

Stonington Lobster Coop
PO Box 87
Stonington, ME 04681
207-367-2286
www.stoningtonlobstercoop.com

The Clam Shack
PO Box 6200
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
207-967-3321
steve@theclamshack.net
www.theclamshack.net

Swans Island Fishermens Coop
PO Box 116
Swans Island, ME 04685
207-526-4327
sicoop@tds.net
Weathervane Seafoods Inc
31 Badgers Island West
Kittery, ME 03904
207-439-0920
jsharp@weathervaneseafoods.com
www.weathervaneseafoods.com
10% off retail & mail orders for MLA members.

SAFTEY TRAINING
McMillan Offshore Survival Training
PO Box 411
Belfast, ME 04915
207-338-1603
jmcmillan@mcmillanoffshore.com
www.mcmillanoffshore.com
10% discount on C.G. Drill Conductor training.
SALT
Maine Salt Company
677 Coldbrook Rd.
Hermon, ME 04401
207-848-3796 www.mainesalt.com
TRAP BUILDERS/STOCK SUPPLIES
Brooks Trap Mill
211 Beechwood St
Thomaston, ME 04861
207-354-8763
stephen@brookstrapmill.com
www.brookstrapmill.com
Friendship Trap Company
570 Cushing Rd.
Friendship, ME 04547
207-354-2545/800-451-1200
MikeW@friendshiptrap.com
www.friendshiptrap.com
5% off list price on traps purchased at the
Friendship store.
Sea Rose Trap Co.
137 Pleasant Hill Rd.
Scarborough, ME 04074
207-730-2063 searosetrap@gmail.com
www.searosetrap.com
5% off list price on traps to MLA members
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THE BUSINESS OF LOBSTERING:

By Nancy Griffin
In Maine each lobsterman is the owner and operator of his own boat and
his own business; no one works for a
large fishing company or corporation.
A Maine lobsterman is a small businessman, responsible for the many financial and regulatory details that all
small businesspeople must face. Many
Maine lobstermen have become aware
that to be a successful businessman requires a wealth of knowledge, not of the
tides and weather, but of accounting,
tax law, and business management.
This month Landings kicks off a new
series focusing on business topics for
lobstermen.
It’s that time of year again—the books
are closed on the previous work year,
tax time looms and record-keeping
begins for small businesses for the
new year. Several Maine tax professionals have a few tips for lobstermen
to make sure no legitimate expenses
and deductions are missed for 2014.
“Not only do small business owners
pay income tax on their net earnings,
they also pay self-employment tax
at a rate of 15.3 percent,” said Mike
Gangewer, a principal with Local
Economy Accounting Solutions in
Portland, who has helped hundreds
of lobstermen prepare business
plans.
“While part of your business earnings are offset by exemptions and
standard or itemized deductions for
income tax purposes, exemptions
and standard or itemized deductions don’t apply to self-employment
tax,” Gangewer reminds harvesters.
“That’s why it’s crucial to capture all
your deductions against business income.”
Since records and receipts are all-important for these deductions, to help
with this effort Gangewer recommends a separate business account
so all business income is deposited in
one account.
“Open a business checking account
and use it to deposit all your business
income and to make your business
purchases and pay your business
debts. Get a debit card for your busi-

ness account and use it to make small
business purchases,” he added. “This
way you have a record of all your revenue and expense transactions for
the year right on your statement. You
still need to keep receipts, but if you
lose a few of them you will still have a
record of the expense.”
“Don’t use your business account
for personal expenses. Instead, take
draws from your business account
for personal spending and deposit
them in your personal checking or
savings account.”
“If your business uses credit cards,
designate one card for business and
use only that one card for business
purchases religiously. Credit card
charges are deductible in the year of
purchase, even if you are a cash-basis
taxpayer and don’t pay off the bill in
the same year,” Gangewer said. “You’ll
also be able to deduct the interest on
the card, so long as all purchases are
business-related.”
Mike Nickerson is a certified public
account with Nickerson Professional Association in Belfast. The nine
CPAs at the Belfast firm represent
many lobstermen and several lobster
coops. Nickerson has handled taxes
for the Spruce Head Lobster Coop for
several years, and he has several suggestions for lobstermen about their
potential deductions.
“The biggest area lobstermen cut
themselves short on is travel. They
use their vehicles a lot to get supplies, etc. It’s all deductible—the proportion of travel used for work, for
instance: buying gear, going to coop
meetings—anything they wouldn’t
have any reason to go to unless it was
for work.
“The IRS will always look for ‘intent’
with vehicle use,” said Nickerson.
“They will want to tell if the lobstermen were in their vehicles with the
intent to do business—if you stop on
the way home to get milk, it doesn’t
change the intent. But the reverse
also applies: if you pull over on the
way to the grocery store because you
see lobster traps for sale, it doesn’t
qualify.”

What to do at tax time

Lobstermen must keep a “contemporaneous record,” Nickerson explained. Anytime you get in a vehicle to do business, you must keep a
record that notes the date, purpose
of the trip and the number of miles
traveled. “The IRS recommends it
and so do I,” Nickerson said. “I haven’t
seen the IRS be real picky about exact
miles, as in tenths of a mile,” he added. ”Fishermen may fail to keep track
of all the trips they make for bait, for
instance. It adds up. It’s human nature to tend to underestimate how
many miles are traveled for business.”
Gangewer agrees that lobstermen
should track mileage carefully. “If
you have a home office, the drive
from your office to your dock is business mileage because you’re traveling
from one business location to another. Document trips to purchase office
supplies, trap supplies and cleaning
supplies as well. There are apps for
your Smartphone that can help you
track mileage.
“If you use your vehicle more than 50
percent for business you can choose
whether to deduct actual costs of operating the vehicle or the standard
mileage rate multiplied by the number of business miles. If you purchase
a new vehicle, you should consider
deducting actual expenses because
your depreciation deduction will be
substantial in the first few years.”
“You’ll also be able to deduct the cost
of gas, insurance, interest on your
auto loan, maintenance, including
car washes and so forth, subject to
the percentage of business use. For
example, if your operating costs are
$1,000 and your business mileage
is 75 percent, you can deduct $750,”
said Gangewer. “Be careful with this
however, because if your business
use of the vehicle drops below 50
percent in later years you might be
subject to increased taxes due to recapture of some of the depreciation
taken earlier.”
Gangewer reminds lobstermen that,
as with all small businesspeople, lobstermen should consider deducting
cell phone and Internet fees. “Figure out what percentage of your cell

phone is used for business and take a
deduction for the monthly fees. Same
is true for Internet service. If you use
your cell phone or the Internet 50
percent for business, deduct 50 percent of the cost. Document your logic
for the business percentage and file it
with your tax return.”
Even clothing can count, he added.
“The cost of clothing purchased specifically for your business that you
wouldn’t normally wear in public is
deductible. Boots and foul weather
gear to keep you dry onboard would
fall into the deductible category. A
heavy flannel shirt wouldn’t.”
Both accountants encourage taking the deduction for an office in the
home, even though it’s considered
a red flag for audits. “Maybe it’s an
audit flag, maybe not. Who cares,
so long as it’s legit,” said Gangewer.
“In order for a home office to be deductible it must be used exclusively
for business. Designating a portion
of your home exclusively for business can be inconvenient but it can
also be worth it. If 10 percent of your
home is designated exclusively for
business you can deduct 10 percent
of utilities, maintenance, insurance,
and interest, plus you can depreciate 10 percent of your home’s basis,
excluding land value.”
“In addition to an office in their
home many, if not most, lobstermen
have work areas at their homes for
trap repair and other maintenance,”
Gangewer added. “Talk to your accountant about ways you might be
able to depreciate your out-buildings
and storage areas.”

Minor or major improvements
Nickerson warns that lobstermen
should be careful with repairs they do
on boats. “If you fix something that’s
wrong or do minor improvements,
that’s okay,” Nickerson said. “If you
spend the winter rebuilding the engine, that’s ‘capital improvements’
and the IRS expects lobstermen to
depreciate that engine over time.”
There’s a caveat: “You’re allowed to
(under code section 179) expense a
piece of equipment in the year you
Continued on page 18
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Keep your
traps fishing
even when
you can’t get
to ‘em!

All Natural Salted Hairless Cowhide
LONG-LASTING and AFFORDABLE
LOBSTER BAIT

Available in 30 gal. drums or 5 gal. pailss

www.bessybait.com
Phone: 603.300.2846 or 603.300.2849
Email: info@bessybait.com
Bessy Bait is sold at our warehouse located at
155 rear Batchedler Rd., Seabrook NH 03874
Please call for HOURS and PRICING!
Bessy Bait is also sold at all Brooks Trap Mill locations.
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Lobstermen’s Association has been
around since 1954; the Downeast
Lobstermen’s Association since 1991.
The report’s second recommendation in this section suggested that
processors, dealers, and buyers in
the lobster industry establish, participate in, and pay into a provincialbased organization that would represent their interests in order to work
together. “In the end,” the report
admonished, “there is nothing to be
gained by being disorganized.”
Maine lobster dealers have long recognized the validity of good organization. The Maine Import Export
Lobster Dealers Association, created
in 1985, provides a place where companies that buy and ship lobster can
join forces. Lobster processors, shippers, retailers and wholesalers pay
between $250 and $300 in annual
fees to become a member. In addition, lobster processors and dealers
join Maine harvester representatives
on the Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative (MLMC), a new organization formed by the state Legislature
in 2013, to protect and improve the
brand identity of and, ultimately, the
price paid for Maine lobster.
Maine is also ahead of the game in
terms of another of the report’s recommendations. Specifically, it called
for the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) to set up a
data collection system for catch and
effort in the lobster fishery that is
electronic, at point of sale, automatic

and available in real time. “While the
Panel makes this recommendation
to DFO, it must also express to fishermen and onshore sectors the importance of this requirement and calls
on these sectors to step up and take
on their share of the responsibility for
implementing such a system.”
In New England, all lobster dealers are required to provide trip-level
electronic reports on a weekly basis
to their state or the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). And
in Maine, ten percent of lobstermen
must report effort data (trap hauls,
soak time, etc.) through logbook returns.
The Department of Marine Resources’ lobster sea sampling program
also provides valuable data through
placement of trained observers onto
commercial lobster boats. Since
1985, observers have recorded data
on each lobster caught in a lobsterman’s traps on a given day, including size, sex, and whether they are
legal, sublegal or illegal. Compiling
this data enables the DMR to see
geographic, temporal and biological trends in the near-shore lobster
fishery. Maine’s ventless trap survey
and juvenile lobster settlement index
provide additional data on sub-legal
lobsters.
A second section of the Canadian report deals with Industry Operations.
Industry operations, in this context,
are the activities carried out to land
lobster, and then ship and process
it. The report very pointedly called

5TH ANNUAL MLA PHOTO CONTEST
PHOTOS SHOULD ANSWER THE QUESTION:
Lobstermen,
what do you do
when you are NOT ﬁshing?
Categories:
~ On land or on sea ~ At home or away
~ With your friends or by yourself.

Photo by John DeRaps 2013

Rules for submission: Please
2013 winners are not eligible
email your photos by February
to enter in the 2014 contest;
15 to melissa@mainelobsterWinning photos will be remen.org or mail a print to 33
produced in color OR black &
Grove St., Rockland, ME 04841. white; Contestants may submit
We will return all photos at the
ONE picture in each category
end of the contest.
for a total of THREE entries; do
not submit multiple images in
individual categories.

for a shift from the current practice
of high-volume fishing to one where
harvesting is matched to onshore
capacity. That shift, said the report,
will offer “the best chance for each
lobster to achieve its fullest value potential.” In order to switch to a lower
volume fishery, which avoids overloading land-side infrastructure, it is
essential that the quality of the lobster be improved.
Specifically the report calls for the
Maritime lobster industry to develop
industry grading standards and have
fishermen grade to those standards
at sea; for the provincial governments
to provide the resources to inspect
and enforce where quality standards
and grading requirements are not
being respected; and for the dealers
and processors to begin paying shore
prices to fishermen that reflect the
value and quality of the catch.
The Lobster Council of Canada has
been promoting development of
quality standards through meetings
with lobstermen in the provinces for
the past year. In September, 2013,
Canadian harvesters, processors,
live shippers, scientists, and federal
and provincial government officials
met on Prince Edward Island to begin the process of identifying three
to five objective quality standards
that could be used consistently to
categorize lobsters. It was the first of
three meetings on how best to identify a lobster’s grade. Following these
meetings the task group will recommend the industry-wide adoption
of the three to five quality grading
standards.
While lobstermen and buyers in
Maine have begun to tackle the issue
of ensuring high quality standards
among lobster landed and shipped
in the state, those efforts have been
voluntary (see Landings, July 2013).
The new Maine Lobster Marketing
Collaborative is currently working to
develop a brand strategy for Maine
lobster, and quality will be an important part of that.
The final set of recommendations in
the report addressed issues in the
structure of the Maritime lobster industry, specifically how the industry
is set up and where there are structural gaps that contribute to loss of
value. The report terms this a Value
Recovery Strategy that, if implemented, would “bring about real change
in the Maritime lobster industry;
change that will provide a new information base for all players; a dynamic
marketing and promotion initiative
for Canadian lobster; a mechanism
to bring fishermen and buyers, and
processors together to work out prices; and the means to pay for these
new structural initiatives.”
The Value Recovery Strategy first off
calls for creation of an independent
Maritime Lobster Market Intelligence
Institute. The Institute would be independent from both government
and industry and provide regular information on market-related issues
to all members of the industry who
contribute towards funding generic
marketing, including lobstermen in

a transparent, reliable fashion. The
goal is to remove the amount of anecdotal information floating around
the lobster world and diminish distrust among industry sectors.
In addition, the report recommends
that the provinces develop and implement a comprehensive generic
Marketing and Promotion Campaign
for Canadian lobster. The Lobster
Council of Canada, created in 2009,
is making strides in promoting Canadian lobster; the report suggests
that the Council develop a business
plan for a branding, marketing and
promotion campaign; conduct that
campaign; and hold a marketing conference each year to assess progress.
A more complicated recommendation focuses on setting a price for lobster prior to the lobster being landed.
The report endorsed the idea of creating a price-setting mechanism for
determining price pre-season. Such a
mechanism would be based in legislation but not mandatory. If, however,
lobstermen in a certain LFA or those
in a fishing association negotiate an
agreed-to price, that price would become the minimum legal price that
can be paid to that fleet or group.
To finance all this, the report recommends that a penny for every pound
landed be contributed from both Canadian lobstermen and shore-side
businesses. The majority of those
funds would go to the Marketing and
Promotion Campaign while a smaller
portion would go to the Lobster Market Intelligence Institute.
Maine, in this instance, is ahead of the
Maritime provinces. After much contentious debate, the Legislature last
spring established the Maine Lobster
Marketing Collaborative (MLMC)
with an annual budget of $2.25 million by its third year of operation.
The funds come from a fee attached
to the licenses of lobstermen, dealers and processors. Four lobstermen
have seats on the MLMC’s 11-person
board; three members are dealers or
processors and two are public members representing marketing, promotion, retail, food or science expertise.
In addition, the Maine lobster industry received a significant boost when
it received certification last spring
from the Marine Stewardship Council of London after a six-year application process. That certification
acknowledges that the Maine lobster
fishery is a sustainable fishery, a fact
that carries ever-increasing weight in
national and international markets.
Prince Edward Island has now begun
a similar quest for certification from
the MSC.
The report’s many recommendations
provide an excellent array of ideas for
the lobster industry to consider. They
cite a report on the lobster industry
published in 1932 which noted the
need for “basic improvements in
quality and marketing” and “more
systematic collection of market information and better promotion.”
The report repeats this challenge for
change, but the authors are clear that
“the industry itself is responsible for
seeing it [change] through.”
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the HR budget would be for that kind
of a company.”

health insurance law in 2006, the
landscape changed. Fishermen and
other uninsured residents of Massachusetts could avail themselves
of state-supported health insurance
through the Commonwealth Health
Insurance Connector Authority. Bartlett’s organization ceased offering a
health insurance plan, renamed itself
Fishing Partnership Support Services and took aim at a broader task.
“There is a real need to find ways
to keep fishermen healthy. No one
knows that more than someone who
uses his body for a living,” Bartlett explained.
FPSS is now involved in a multitude
of programs and projects in concert
with state and local health care providers. “Our mission is to improve the
health and well-being of commercial
fishing families, not just the fishermen,” explained Andra Athos, vicepresident of FPSS. “We offer a variety
of health and safety services along
the coast.”
One aspect of FPSS’ work is to get
health services out to where the
fishermen are, when they are there.
“These guys don’t work 9 to 5 so the
idea is to bring health care to them in
port,” Athos said. By drawing on the
talents of organizations such as the
Dana Farber Cancer Hospital or the
New Bedford South Coast Hospital,
FPSS has sent a dermatology van to
various harbors to conduct comprehensive screenings for skin cancer.
A mobile dental clinic travels along
the coast providing dental work not
only to fishermen but to their family
members as well. Flu clinics are held
at town festivals or at other public
events, such as the Massachusetts
Lobstermen’s Association Weekend.
“At the start, when we moved from
health insurance to port services,
there was some suspicion from fish-

Massachusetts fishermen can become members of the FPSS simply
by signing up. There is no fee. To its
members FPSS offers additional services beyond health care, everything
from financial planning to marriage
counseling and mortgage advice.
Members can call a toll-free phone
number any time, day or night, to
speak to a professional counselor.
That person then puts the member
in touch with the appropriate person
or agency. These services are free and
completely confidential.
FPSS president J.J. Bartlett believes
that fishermen know better than most
people the merits of taking care of
themselves, both mentally and physically. Photo courtesy of FPSS.

ermen. Sort of, ‘you’re giving this
away for free? Come on,’” Athos admitted. “But now they know who we
are and what we do and there’s a better comfort level.”
Bartlett recounted the story of one
groundfishing captain who was out
on a multi-day fishing trip offshore
when he came down with the flu. He
was laid out flat with a high fever and
relied on his crew to keep the trip going. “Once he got better he called us
from the boat and said he wanted flu
shots for all his crew. He didn’t want
them to get sick too,” Bartlett said.
“We went down to the dock and administered the shots as soon as the
boat came in.”
To its members, FPSS offers all the
services that the human resources
(HR) department in a large corporation does. “The fishing revenue
in Massachusetts is huge, in the billions,” Bartlett argued. “Think what

One of the major efforts of the FPSS is
connecting fishermen and their families to health insurance. Under the
federal Affordable Care Act (ACA),
the organization acts as a Navigator
to assist fishermen to sign up. “After
fifteen years running the fishermen’s
health insurance plan, I realized that
one of the most important improvements in a person’s life is to move
from being uninsured to insured,”
Bartlett said emphatically. “Someone

“Our mission is to
improve the health and
well-being of
commercial fishing
families, not just the
fishermen.”
who has injured his knees or shoulders needs to get treated and get
back to work.” The organization has
teamed up with the Maine Lobstermen’s Association to act as health insurance Navigators in Maine, helping
fishermen thread their way through
the enrollment process to sign up for

Gove continued from page 5

Fishing was the second-most dangerous job in America in 2012 (logging was the first). The lack of control fishermen exert over such things
as price, expenses, and regulations,
plus a constantly fluctuating income
stream leads to mental stress, not
just for the fishermen but for their
families as well.
So FPSS is beginning another program, designed to inform family
members of other services available
to them. “There’s a lot of evidence that
the chief decision maker in the family is the wife,” Athos said. “So we are
starting a ‘Do You Love a Fisherman?’
campaign to draw in the spouse or
partner.” The campaign idea came as
a result of several roundtables held
with women from fishing communities, who spoke about the peculiar
issues that face them and their families. “These are people who have had
to do it all for themselves. It’s a lot of
stress.”
Bartlett thinks that fishermen are on
the cusp of a change in how Americans think about their health and the
high expenses associated with U.S.
health care. “The entire country is
beginning to think about how to take
care of oneself in order to get health
care costs under control. We are
changing our behavior, not smoking
cigarettes and buckling our seatbelts,
in order to make ourselves healthier,”
he said. “Fishermen are tremendously disciplined. They get up and do
what they have to with no excuses, no
sick days, no vacations. They know
how important it is to be healthy in
order to do their job.”

Health insurance continued from page 6

in the boat proved unreliable, Gove
was at a loss as to what to do. “Carlyl
Webb, he had the garage in town, he
liked me and knew I was trying hard.
So he said, I’ll buy you an engine.”
Webb purchased Gove a 6-cylinder
Plymouth engine and installed it in
Gove’s boat, an act of kindness that
Gove marvels at even now.

plane.” He also became very involved
in the lobster boat races held along
the coast each summer, winning race
after race over the years. In fact, in
2013 he won four races in Stonington
in his boat, Uncle’s UFO, including the
Jimmy Stevens Cup-Fastest Working
Lobster Boat and the Fastest Lobstah
Boat Afloat races.

Much of Gove’s life as a child and
young man was spent on Eagle Island. “On Eagle Island there were
only farmers and fishermen,” Gove
recalled. He attended the island’s
one-room school house and set traps
with the other lobstermen. “We’d
crate the lobsters up and then a
smack would come to the island,” he
said. Bait came from weirs the Eagle
Island men set around the island.
“Oh, we caught a lot of herring in
those days. And mackerel. My grandmother would can the mackerel with
a little vinegar and the bones would
just dissolve,” Gove recalled.

During his years as a lobsterman,
Gove has seen the lobster population
rise and fall many times. But, as he
says himself, “the longer I go, the less
I know.” He is concerned that if and
when groundfish stocks come back,
lobster numbers will take a tumble.
“The fish, they eat them up [juvenile
lobsters] around here. Day and night,
365 days a year, they are eating them
up. Lobsters are going to deplete terribly,” Gove said.

As a married man, Gove and his wife,
Rose, began their family on Eagle Is-

affordable health insurance plans.

Gove’s boat, Uncle’s UFO, is a
well-known winner on the lobster
boat racing circuit. Photo by Jessica
Brophy.

land. Eventually they moved off the
island to a house on the Stonington
harbor. Gove turned his hand to different types of fishing – halibut, herring seining, scalloping (“the most
boring thing I ever done”). In the
1960s and 70s he also began working
as an aerial spotter for the herring
boats. “I flew for twenty years. I liked
it. I knew where everyone was operating [at sea],” Gove said. “I miss my

When asked why he is a member of
the MLA, Gove replied in his trademark matter-of-fact manner. “The
MLA is a good thing. I believe that
the dealers still have so much pull, it’s
good to belong.”

the penalty on your taxes. It is worth
considering what options are available to you through the Heath Insurance Marketplace. You may find that
obtaining health insurance is a better investment than handing your
money to the government. A health
insurance plan will cover your basic

“You may find that
obtaining health
insurance is a better
investment ...”
medical needs and protect you from
the things you don’t plan on, like simply slipping on the ice on the way into
the house.
As a small business owner, it is worth
taking the time to shop around and
see how much it will cost you to protect your business and personal assets in the event that you suddenly
find yourself in need of expensive
medical care.
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LOBSTERMAN AS INVENTOR: RICHARD KNIGHT
the past few decades he has patented
three inventions, all marine related.
Who better to design and create inventions to make fishing and marine
mechanics more efficient than a man
who has spent the majority of his life
at sea?

By Shelley Wigglesworth
Sixty-eight-year-old Richard Knight
has been fishing out of Perkins Cove
in Ogunquit since he was eleven years
old. “My grandfather built me a tenfoot, square-ended punt and I fished
with half traps. We weren’t strong
enough to lift full traps,” Knight said.
In the 1950’s youngsters starting out
would salvage beaten-up wooden
traps that had washed ashore and
fashion them into half traps. “They
didn’t fish worth beans but I had a lot
of fun,” Knight said with a laugh. “But
that’s when I got hooked on lobstering, when I was eleven.”
Knight’s father was B-24 bomber pilot
during WWII and was lost at sea during a bombing mission in the Pacific.
As a result of the tragedy, Knight’s
college tuition at Maine Maritime
Academy was paid for, and that is
where he earned his bachelor ofsScience degree in marine engineering in
1967. Upon graduating from Maine
Maritime Academy, he received a
U.S. Navy commission and earned a
U.S Coast Guard engineering license.
For the next four years, he traveled to
and from Asian ports throughout the

Lobsterman Richard Knight at his
home in Cape Neddick. Photo by Shelley Wigglesworth.

Far East. His college years and his few
years in the Merchant Marine have
been the only years in his life that he
hasn’t lobstered since he was eleven.
“I got a young guy that goes out with
me now,” Knight said with a chuckle.
“He’s just 67 years old. He’s my cousin
and he’s been lobstering with me for
the past twelve years.”
Though he is comfortable and content with his livelihood as a commercial fisherman, Knight has another
passion in his life: inventing. Over

Knight created his first invention,
the Steady Clip, about twenty years
ago. It temporarily fairleads the warp
from the top of a lobster trap while it
is sinking, enabling the trap to land
upright on the bottom. “It was difficult finding a plastic that was strong
enough to make the clip,” Knight recalled.
His second invention is the Hoop
Gate, a one-way gate that prevents
lobsters from getting out of the parlor of the trap once they are in. It took
seventeen different configurations
before it was perfected. “It was difficult to get it fine-tuned enough to not
spook the lobsters,” Knight said.
Knight’s third invention is the Knight
Underwater Bearing, called the KUB.
The KUB makes changing propeller
shaft bearings on boats much more
efficient. Knight’s bearing differs
from traditional bearings because it
comes apart in two pieces, which al-

lows the boat to remain in the water
with the propeller intact when the
bearing needs to be replaced. “It’s
something a diver can be hired to do,
saving many hours of labor time,” he
said. Knight has put approximately
eight years into development of the
KUB but hasn’t put it on the market
yet.
When it comes to his creative mind,
Knight said he has always been curious and enjoys trying to figure things
out, especially if it can help people.
Inventing is just one of the things he
likes to do, along with deer hunting,
when he is not out lobstering. “You
don’t have to be a rocket scientist to
be an inventor. Anyone can invent,”
he said. When asked if he prefers inventing over lobstering, Knight said,
“In the wintertime, yes! But I do enjoy
lobstering.”
Knight won’t say if he has another
invention in the works now, but he
does offer this advice to up-andcoming inventors. “If you encounter
a problem, think about it and try to
solve it. If it doesn’t work, keep trying.
If you can think about it and solve it
by coming up with something better,
then you are an inventor.”

Tax tips continued from page 15

acquire it. But it means fishermen
make an ‘election’ to expense the
item,” Nickerson said. “For the IRS
an important thing to remember is,
if you declare it as a ‘repair’ on your
return for a certain year, and assume
that if the IRS disallows it, you will
then ‘expense’ it,” he explained. “That
won’t work.”

istration that allows lobstermen to
put the money in a special fund to
use down the road to build or buy replacement vessels, or to rebuild. It’s
essentially a no-interest loan from
the government because it allows the
fisherman to put aside money that
would be taxed otherwise, then take
it out to build or buy,” said Nickerson.

“If two years later the IRS decides to
audit your return, they won’t let you
capitalize after the fact,” said Nickerson. “You have to make the ‘election’
to capitalize that equipment, using
section 179, for the year you put the
equipment into service.”

Another caveat: “It’s a deferral of the
tax. The savings can go on for a long
time, but it’s a deferral of income
for now.” When the boat is sold, the
proceeds are taxed, “unless you put
the proceeds into another capital
expense fund.” The downside, said
Nickerson is that “the paperwork
involved for the federal government
can be pretty onerous.”

Capital construction fund
Another cost-saver for lobstermen
is the Capital Construction Fund.
“The Capital Construction Fund is
a special fund through the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-

Employees or contractors?
If a lobsterman is paying a mate or a
sternman, usually as a subcontrac-
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tor, the lobsterman is responsible for
proving that person is a subcontractor, not an employee.
“They need to make sure the name,
Social Security number and mailing
address are recorded, then supply
that person with a 1099 at the end
of the year,” said Nickerson. “The IRS
will usually require a written agreement between lobsterman and sternman in order to prove they are a subcontractor. Lobstermen tend not to
do a written agreement. They use a
smile and a handshake.”

Medical benefits
In order for a lobsterman’s business
to provide medical benefits for a
spouse, the spouse must be an employee who performs work for the
business and is provided with a W-2
at the end of the year. “They must be
paid commensurate with what they
do,” said Nickerson. A lobsterman
can’t pay a spouse $100,000 for very
little actual work, for instance.
Their compensation is a deduction
for the lobsterman. Let’s say that
the spouse is the only employee. The
lobsterman may elect to cover all
employees with health insurance,
then the spouse in turn may claim
the lobsterman as a beneficiary. The
business is allowed to deduct the premiums, only because the lobsterman
has indicated his company is offering
a non-discriminatory plan that covers all employees.
“However, if the business is found to
have other employees, the business
must cover them, too,” said Nickerson. “So this provision offers opportunities and pitfalls.”

“We’ve found in the past that lobstermen, like farmers, are inherently
good businessmen.They just may not
recognize it,” Nickerson said.
When he speaks to co-op members,
he tells them to utilize the coops for
more than selling their lobsters. “Coops do a great job of tracking fishermen’s catch in pounds, and what they
buy for bait and fuel. The lobsterman
can use this to help with the business,
and also to plan—to note which days
the catch was better than others, or
on good or bad days which area they
were fishing.
“It goes beyond the notion that ‘if I
have money in my account that day
it’s okay.” Nickerson’s overall suggestion to lobstermen: “It sounds
simple, but it’s not: Live within your
means. The budget should probably
follow not the worst day, but a lowcatch day. Anything better than that,
you bank it.”
Gangewer stresses the importance of
keeping good records to prove why
you take certain positions on your
tax return regarding the area of your
home office, use of a vehicle for business, and the amount of your cell
phone that is for business use. His
overall advice to lobstermen: “Document, document, document.”
Nickerson’s last piece of advice to
lobstermen is always to use a tax professional “Even if it’s not me!” he said.
“They should work with a CPA who
has knowledge of and experience
with fishermen. I usually recommend
that fishermen don’t go it alone, even
with the help of programs like Turbo
Tax.”
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DOWNEAST STUDENTS BRING YOUNG MINDS TO OLD ISSUE
will also study the rules that influence development of a commercial
fishery in Maine. Since there is currently no fishery for winter flounder,
the students plan to apply to the Department of Marine Resources Advisory Council in January to obtain a
special license.

By MLA staff
Downeast Maine is home to the two
most fishing-dependent counties on
the east coast of the United States,
Washington and Hancock counties.
And lobster makes up over 80% of
the total catch landed in this area of
Maine. That makes the area precariously dependent on a single species.
To combat that dependency, 45 students from seven coastal Maine high
schools decided to design an alternative fishery for Downeast Maine as
part of the Eastern Maine Skippers
Program (EMSP).
In 2012, Deer Isle-Stonington High
School and Penobscot East Resource
Center jointly started the Eastern
Maine Skippers Program. It aims to
provide aspiring commercial fishermen in schools from North Haven
to Eastport the skills needed to be
successful fishermen in a time of
rapid environmental and regulatory
change. Students from Vinalhaven,
North Haven, Deer Isle-Stonington,

Developing the proper trap for winter flounder could lead to an alternative fishery
in Maine’s lobster-dependent downeast counties. Photo courtesy of New England
Boating.

Blue Hill, Ellsworth, Mount Desert
Island and Narraguagus high schools
collaborate with each other via technology-based learning and in regular
face-to-face workshops.
The students worked with staff from
Penobscot East Resource Center in

Stonington and the Department of
Marine Resources to design a trapbased winter flounder fishery. During
the course of the winter the students
will study the life history of winter
flounder, including prey choice, behavior, and habitat preferences. They

Teams from each school then will
engineer a flounder trap to catch the
largest amount of legal flounder possible while also minimizing bycatch.
They will have to design the trap dimensions, orientation, weight, fish
entry routes and mechanisms for
the exit of unwanted species. While
designing and field testing the innovative flounder trap technology, the
students will collect data that will
also address the question of whether
it is possible to start an economically
and environmentally sustainable
trap fishery in Downeast Maine. They
will present their findings to the Department of Marine Resources Commissioner in May.

SUCCESSFUL VESSEL SPEED RULES STAY IN PLACE TO PROTECT
RIGHT WHALES
NOAA press release
On December 6, 2013, the National
Marine Fisheries Service NMFS announced that it was eliminating the
sunset clause for regulations requiring vessel speed restrictions along
the east coast in order to keep these
whale protection measures in place.
The regulations, which went in to
force in 2008, restrict vessel speeds
to no more than 10 knots for vessels
65 feet or greater in overall length
in certain locations and at certain
times of the year. The purpose of the
regulation is to reduce the likelihood
of deaths and serious injuries to endangered North Atlantic right whales
which are at risk from being hit by the
ships. The speed regulations would
have expired December 9, unless the
sunset clause was removed.
“The Maine Lobstermen’s Association
strongly supported elimination of the
‘‘sunset clause” and continuation of
the rules that require vessel speed

restrictions,” said Patrice McCarron,
MLA executive director. “The Maine
lobster fishery and other trap and
gillnet fisheries along the east coast
have been subject to ongoing regulations to protect endangered whales.
The Maine lobster industry has most
recently been required to convert
to sinking groundline, at great economic, operational and safety cost
to the industry. It is important that
the shipping industry continue its efforts to complement the work being
done by fishermen to reduce humancaused serious injury and mortality
of endangered whales. ”
Federal scientists say that over the
previous 20 years, there had been an
average of one right whale death per
year attributed to ship strikes. That
number has declined in the past five
years. “There have been no vessel
strikes killing whales during that period in which the rule was in effect,”
said Gregory Silber, the coordinator
of recovery activities for endangered

whales at NMFS. Researchers estimate that there are approximately
500 identified North Atlantic right

whales which travel from the Gulf
of Maine to their calving grounds in
southeastern United States and the
Caribbean each year.

HYDRO-SLAVE
SAME DAY SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT
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PUMP
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• Light, Versatile and Portable
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• Log Splitter

DUAL RAM
QUADRANT ASSEMBLY

• 100% Stainless Steel construction
• Rudder side thrust eliminated
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OUR NEW GENERATION SUPER BLOCKS
• 4” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 5” Low LIP and HI LIP
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roller bearings
• Aluminum Sheaves
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No North American right whales have been struck by vessels since vessel speed
restrictions were put in place in 2008. NOAA photo.
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SO YOU WANT TO KNOW: What’s with all these green crabs?
By Sarah Paquette

In December, Maine Sea Grant hosted a forum on the presence of green
crabs in Maine. Green crabs (Carcinus maenas) are an invasive species that harm clam, mussel, and
other native shellfish populations.
The meeting, held at the University
of Maine in Orono, was attended by
300 people and viewed online by 350
people.
The day began with three keynote
speakers: Dr. Brian Beal, University of
Maine-Machias, Chris McCarthy, Kejimkujik National Park, Nova Scotia,
and Dr. April Blakeslee, Long Island
University. Beal, whose presentation was about the ecology of green
crabs in Maine, said he began to see
green crabs in 2007 around Freeport.
“There were no signs of green crabs
from 1999 to 2006, and then suddenly, green crabs in 2007,” he said.
He noted that there was an increase
in water temperature in 2006, which
allowed the crabs to survive. “Green
crabs cannot feed in temperatures
below 7oC (44.6oF). On average, there
are five to six months a year with
temperatures above 7oC and about
seven months a year with temperatures below 7oC.”
McCarthy presented a case study of
green crabs from Kejimkujik National Park in Nova Scotia. He outlined

the three components needed to
control green crabs: a way to remove
a large number of green crabs, a use
for green crabs, and minimal operating costs. McCarthy found more
crabs than researchers had thought
were present in the water around the
park, but with trapping efforts there
are now fewer crabs being caught per
trap. He also said the average size of
the green crabs has decreased and
eelgrass population and distribution
has improved. “We found that initially we can decrease the crab population, but we still have lots to learn
for long-term reduction,” McCarthy
concluded.
Blakeslee spoke about the introduction of the tiny crabs to the United
States. “There were two major introductions [of green crabs] to the western Atlantic,” Blakeslee said. “The
first was historical. Green crabs were
found in the mid-Atlantic United
States in 1800.” The second, she continued, was more recent, occurring
around 1990 in eastern Nova Scotia.
The crabs were brought in a ship’s
ballast water to Nova Scotia and then
transported to Newfoundland.
In August, 2013, the Department of
Marine Resources (DMR) organized a
coast-wide trapping effort to provide
a snapshot of green crab populations
in Maine. “The purpose of this effort
was to investigate. We don’t have
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The green crab populations have exploded recently, damaging soft-shell clam beds
and eroding shorelines. Photo courtesy of MSNBC .

anything to compare it to,” explained
Kohl Kanwit, director of the bureau
of public health at DMR. “There were
about 40 trips completed along the
coast, ranging from Lubec to Biddeford, all by volunteers,” Kanwit said.
The green crabs have had a marked
impact on soft shell clam populations in Freeport and other coastal
towns. Preliminary results from the
survey indicated that 94 percent of
the 221 traps deployed between Biddeford and Lubec had at least one crab
in them. Seventy-five percent had at
least 20 crabs. One trap caught 575
green crabs while the highest catch
rate was in Searsport, which had an
average of 191 crabs per trap.
Green crabs are having a dire economic effect on shellfish harvesters
and an environmental effect on eelgrass beds and shoreline banks. The
big question, though, is how to get
rid of the crabs without causing more
damage to the shoreline.
Denise Skonberg, a food scientist
at the University of Maine decided
to see if green crabs could be used
for human consumption. Skonberg
and graduate student Jason Galetti
explored options for mechanical
separation technology. They found
that the separation process worked
best on smaller crabs and were able
to produce a crab meat puree. “It
doesn’t look very appetizing, but the
quality was satisfactory for human
consumption. We decided to develop
a product that hid the puree,” she
said. Galetti cooked up green crab
empanadas – a fried pastry dough
filled with crab puree, corn, onion
and seasonings. The empanadas
scored fairly well when presented to a
test panel. “63% of the panel said they
would buy this product if it was available locally. The flavor was the highest score, which is very promising for
a new product,” she said.
Another option may be to ship green
crabs to foreign markets. Ron Howe,
from Tidalwater Seafood Company,
a New Brunswick company estab-

lished in October, explained, “There
are markets for these crabs in China,
Japan, and Taiwan. We want to work
with you to get them there.” He said
the company’s goal is to work with
Maine harvesters to buy green crabs
and to increase the return to fishermen. “We arrived here during a perfect storm,” Howe said. “In Canada
it’s more like a super storm.”

“We need to find
a way to eradicate
these critters. And
it ... needs to be all
of us working toward
the same goal.”
The last part of the Green Crab Summit was dedicated to control and mitigation. Cynthia McKenzie, from the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
(DFO) in Newfoundland, talked
about the lessons they have learned
in recent years. McKenzie said green
crabs are controlled in their native
habitat by a parasite that castrates
the crabs, but if that parasite was introduced to Newfoundland, it would
attack the native crab species. So in
that province officials try to control
green crabs through trapping and
beach clean-ups involving local communities and fishermen.
“This meeting is the first step to deal
with this very real issue,” concluded
DMR Commissioner Pat Keliher.
“If we can link the removal of green
crabs to aquaculture and to food
products, then we won’t need one
silver bullet – we will have a way to
all work together.” Keliher hopes the
summit is the first of many meetings
and outreach efforts to address the
green crab invasion. “We need to find
a way to eradicate these critters. And
it won’t be done by just the DMR, or
just the clammers; it needs to be all
of us working toward the same goal.”
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TOURISTS CAN ADD DIVERSITY TO COMMERCIAL FISHING
Dana Morse of Maine Sea Grant, one
of the facilitators, said that fishermen
in other parts of the country have
done such things as hire a bird expert to come aboard, if “birders” are
among likely passengers. They also
might form partnerships with local
innkeepers to offer a day on the boat,
and work with their local Chamber of
Commerce, he said.

By Tom Groening
Published in Working Waterfront,
Dec., 2013. Reprinted with permission.
The concept is simple. Instead of
glaring at tourists taking photos of
you unloading your gear on the town
landing, take a few of them out to
haul with you. And charge them.
This scenario may be oversimplifying
the idea, but there is ample evidence
that fishing and tourism can find
common ground.
That campground owners and lobstermen would sit down in a classroom together, as they did in December at the University of Maine
Hutchinson Center, was itself evidence of their willingness to consider diversifying income and joining
forces. The workshop was the first of
three along the coast sponsored by
Maine Sea Grant, University of Maine
Cooperative Extension, the Lobster
Institute, the Sea Grant Law Center
and the Island Institute (publisher of
The Working Waterfront).
“We know that natural resources
drive the economy on the coast,” Natalie Springuel of Maine Sea Grant
told participants. Fishing, aquaculture and tourism are big parts of the
coastal economy, she said, and “more
businesses on the coast of Maine are
looking to diversify.”
Travelers increasingly “are looking
for experiences, meaningful experiences,” Springuel said. “They want
to meet the people making a living
here.” Rather than just take photos of
a lobsterman on his boat, that fisherman should consider “taking people on the boat to make a few extra
bucks.”

Aquaculture ventures also hold potential as tourism draws, Sebastian
Belle, executive director of the Maine
Aquaculture Association, told the
group. With 180 shellfish, fin fish and
plant operations in the state, those
touring a bay or river by boat may
want to see the operation up close,
Belle said.
Stefanie Alley introduces Homarus americanus to tourists. Taking visitors out to
learn more about lobstering and other types of commercial fishing can be a winning
proposition for fishermen if they plan carefully. Photo by Sarah Corson.

tion, he said, but the vessels must be
in compliance with all Coast Guard
regulations: life preservers, a throwable flotation device, fire extinguisher,
VHF radio and a safety orientation
for passengers.
“Be in compliance,” Gunst urged. “It
can get very expensive very quickly.”
The Coast Guard does courtesy inspections for would-be passenger
vessels, he said, in which problems
are pointed out.
Compliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act comes when a boat
owner makes reasonable accommodations for those with disabilities,
he said. Boat owners can deny or restrict access to a vessel if there are
legitimate safety concerns. If a boat
owner denies passage to a person
with a disability, the reasons must be
articulated in writing, he said.

Tourism niches such as nature,
heritage and cultural are among
the fastest growing sectors, she
said, “so there’s an opportunity.”
But how can it be done legally? And
how can it be done without risking
a million-dollar lawsuit from a visitor whose hand gets mangled in the
winch?

A larger issue is legal liability. Gunst
recommended that fishermen planning to carry passengers talk to insurance brokers and learn about
their options, rates and concerns. “In
general, you want to get the most insurance that you can,” he said.

Scott Gunst, a captain himself who
is a lawyer from the Philadelphia
firm Reeves McEwing, explained the
hurdles that must be cleared to carry
passengers on fishing boats. A category known as “six-pack boats,” those
that carry six or fewer passengers, do
not require U.S. Coast Guard inspec-

Some of the ways liability can be limited are to have passengers sign waivers (although courts typically don’t
find them binding); have written procedures on how to handle problems;
have enough crew aboard; mark the
deck or tell passengers where they
may not stand; and explain the na-

From Maine Office of Tourism
2012 Calendar Year Annual Report

ture of traversing waves.“ You don’t
really know people’s backgrounds,”
Gunst said. “They may be from the
Midwest and never been on a boat
before.”
Though tourists enjoy hands-on experience, “Paying to play,” such as
allowing passengers to haul traps,
“is not a good idea,” he said. A way
around that dilemma is to have passengers take turns taking photos of
the lobsters, while standing back at a
safe distance.

For the last two years, the aquaculture group has put “interpreters” on
ships in the American Cruise line as
they pass through Maine, and they
explain to passengers how the fish
farms work, as they stop for a look.
Some fish farmers offer samples of
the products being raised to those
visitors, he said, thereby growing
their market and educating the public.
Maine is becoming known nationally
among “foodies,” several said, and
events such as the oyster festival in
Damariscotta and the salmon festival in Eastport draw visitors and can
boost business for fish farmers, Belle
said.
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In the
NEWS
MAINE AQUACULTURE SEES
REBOUND
About a decade after Maine’s salmonfarming industry tanked, the aquaculture industry is continuing to rebound and has become more diverse
than it was when it consisted solely of
Atlantic salmon. Sebastian Belle from
the Maine Aquaculture Association
said the industry is in better shape
now than before the crash because
of new salmon aquaculture practices
and a greater variety of aquaculture
offerings, with shellfish now accounting for roughly 20 per cent of the value of the catch and freshwater trout
now being raised in Maine.
There also has been an influx into
the industry of younger people —
most of them displaced commercial
fishermen. Thirteen years ago, the
salmon industry was bustling with
1,200 workers. But it crashed quickly
after an outbreak of fish disease, the
pullout of companies using Norwegian strains of salmon following an
endangered species listing for wild
salmon, and a federal judge’s ruling
that several salmon operations violated the Clean Water Act.
New Brunswick-based Cooke Aquaculture came into the state and reopened salmon pens with new practices to control pests and disease.

Meanwhile, Maine’s shellfish aquaculture, mostly oysters and mussels,
has been growing at a pace of 8 to 10
percent per year for the past decade,
Belle said.
SCALLOP SEASON THRIVING
Maine scallop fishermen kicked off
their season Monday with some of
the highest per-pound prices ever
seen, helping to offset harvesting restrictions put in place to better manage the fishery, a state official said.
Fishermen in the scallop-rich waters
of Cobscook Bay near the Canadian
border were being paid $12 to $13 per
pound on the opening day, far higher
than last season’s prices that ranged
between $7 and $9. In 2012, fishermen hauled in 2.4 million pounds
of whole scallops, or about 290,000
pounds of meat, the best harvest in
a decade. The catch was worth $3.2
million.
Last year, about 400 fishermen took
part in the scallop fishery, and that
number is expected to be even higher, especially with the shrimp fishery
shut down. So far, the restoration efforts that began in 2009 with the closing of 20 percent of fishing grounds
off the Maine coast appear to be
working.

WARM WATER COSTS
SHRIMP SEASON

HISTORY OF COMMON
SAILORS REVEALED

Fishermen will lose income and
shrimp processors fear their industry
will be harmed worldwide because of
regulators’ decision in December to
cancel the 2014 shrimp fishing season in the Gulf of Maine in response
to the species’ collapse. The Atlantic
States Marine Fisheries Commission
voted to close the Gulf of Maine to
shrimping after a harvest last winter that was the smallest since the
last shutdown of the fishery, in 1978.
About 85 percent to 90 percent of the
annual harvest in the Gulf of Maine is
typically caught by Maine boats.

The Maine Maritime Museum in
Bath has introduced its Merchant
Mariners Muster, an online repository of information about common
sailors of the late 1700s to the early
twentieth century extracted from
millions of pages of shipping company and personal documents. The
online collection highlights include
important and revealing correspondence between captains and owners,
correspondence with families, construction details of ships, detailed
documentation of port visits and
charter, cargo and insurance information. The database contains only
data from the 45 manuscript collections of the original grant-funded
project. The museum plans to add
data from other collections in its
holdings.

Regulators said the warming ocean
and the absence of the normal springtime surge of plankton, a critical link
at the bottom of the ocean’s food
chain, have hurt northern shrimp.
The shrimp harvest averaged about
25 million pounds a year from 1969
to 1972 before falling below 1 million
pounds in 1977, leading to a closure
of the fishery a year later. There were
similar down cycles in the late 1990s
and early in the last decade.

Although all the collections are
Maine-related, many of the source
documents are records of travels to
major and minor ports all over the
world, and therefore contain names
of mariners who signed aboard those
Maine ships. The new Merchant Mariners Muster can be viewed at www.
mainemaritimemuseum.org.
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In January, the Maine Department of Marine Resources will be announcing a series of meetings for the Commissioner to meet with the lobster industry.
January 7
MLA Directors Meeting, noon, Darby’s Restaurant,
Belfast. FMI: 967-4555.
Zone D council meeting, 6 p.m., Rockland Ferry Terminal.
January 8
Second session of the 126th Maine Legislature convenes.
January 9
Confused about your healthcare options? 5 p.m.-7
p.m., Porter Memorial Library, Machias. FMI: 9674555
January 13-16
ASMFC Menhaden stock assessment data workshop. St. Petersburg, FL.
January 14
NEFMC herring committee meeting, Portsmouth,
NH.

January 16
Ocean Acidification Workshop, Augusta, ME.
FMI Suzie Arnold, Island Institute. sarnold@islandinstitute.org or 207-844-0050
January 24-26
Mass Lobstermen’s Association Annual Weekend. Sea Crest Resort, Falmouth, MA. FMI www.
lobstermen.com
January 28-30
NEFMC meeting, Portsmouth, NH.
Upcoming

February 4-6
ASMFC winter meeting, Alexandria, VA.
February 27-March 1
Maine Fishermen’s Forum, Rockport, ME.

Farm Credit East and Farm Credit of Maine are
pleased to announce that the stockholders of
both Farm Credit cooperatives overwhelmingly
voted to merge the two leading agricultural credit associations.

be able to hold a substantially higher amount of
large loans currently made and serviced by Farm
Credit of Maine, with the enhanced earnings benefiting all customers.”

“Both association boards and management
teams are excited about this opportunity to bring
together two successful Farm Credit associations.
The combined association will benefit from further diversification of its loan portfolio, increased
size and impact within the national Farm Credit
System,” said Andy Gilbert, chairman of the Farm
Credit East Board of Directors. “The expanded
pool of talent and experience will enhance member service and allow Farm Credit to continue to
deliver long-term value for our customer-owners
for generations.”

Farm Credit of Maine chief executive officer Raymond J. Nowak added, “From a strategic perspective, this strengthen’s Farm Credit’s ability to remain the most dependable and trusted source
of credit for the region’s agricultural, commercial fishing and forest products industries. This
should also help this customer-owned cooperative continue to grow as these industries evolve
and fulfill its rural-based mission in the region.”

Hank McPherson, chairman of Farm Credit of
Maine’s Board, said, “By merging, Farm Credit
East and Farm Credit of Maine combine their
services and expertise to achieve the best possible value for agribusinesses across seven northeastern states. The enhanced geographical and
industry diversification of the loan portfolio will
benefit all customers by further improving the
risk-bearing ability of the association.”
Gilbert added, “Our customer-owners recognized the advantages of this merger, which is
why they overwhelmingly supported it through
their positive vote. The merged association will
create the opportunity for enhanced earnings,
further diversification of the loan portfolio and a
stronger capital base. The larger organization will

Friday, February 28, 2014
9:00am to 10:15am at the Samoset Resort
NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MEMBERS OF
MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION, INC.

Notice is hereby given that the Annual Meeting of the members of
the Maine Lobstermen’s Association, Inc. will be held at the Samoset
Resort, Rockport, Maine, on Friday, February 28, 2014 at 9:00 in the
morning.
Dated at Damariscotta, Maine this 31st day of December, 2013.
MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION, INC.

February 4
MLA Directors Meeting, noon, Darby’s Restaurant, Belfast. FMI: 967-4555.

FARM CREDIT OFFICES CONSOLIDATE
THIS MONTH

Final approval needs to be given to the merger by
the Farm Credit Administration. If all conditions
are met, the newly merged association is expected to begin operation on January 1, 2014 under
the legal name of Farm Credit East, ACA.

MLA 60TH ANNUAL MEETING

Bill Lipinski, chief executive officer of Farm
Credit East, concluded by saying, “Both ACAs
are coming off excellent years and are financially
and operationally strong, which is the most opportune time to implement a merger. This is a
strategic opportunity to position Farm Credit in
the Northeast for future change in order to maintain Northeast agriculture’s continued access to
global money markets and to compete with large
regional banks and other funding institutions.”
Farm Credit East will serve agricultural producers, forest product businesses, commercial fisherman and other rural landowners with combined
assets of more than $5 billion and a portfolio in
excess of 14,000 loans.
The two Farm Credit cooperatives provide loans,
leases, appraisal and crop insurance services to
family businesses in Maine’s agricultural, forest products and commercial fishing industries.
The state-wide credit cooperative is governed by
a seven-member board of directors, six of whom
are elected by its customer-owners.

&XUUHQW2IÀFHUV
David Cousens, President
Jim Dow, 1st Vice President
Arnold Gamage, Secretary/Treasurer
NOMINATIONS
See page 10 for nomination form.
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Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance
Fostering thriving coastal communities and preserving Maine’s lobstering heritage.

www.mlcalliance.org
207-967-2661

IMPROVING LOBSTER
QUALITY AND HANDLING

MAINE LOBSTERMEN
LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE

CLAWS FOR A CAUSE

NEWS & VIEWS FROM MAINE’S
LOBSTERING COMMUNITY

INSHORE HERRING
ACOUSTIC SURVEY

REDUCE LOBSTER GEAR
ENTANGLEMENTS

LOBSTER COMMUNITY
INDICATORS REPORT

Your donation to MLCA will support these
important lobster community programs
See page 2 to make a tax deductable donation today!

